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ABSTRACT

Daring the rears from 1612 to 1863 Essex County became
the Land of Canaan for American coloured people fleeing
from southern slavery and slave hunters*

Through the

assistance of sympathetic vhite people* free coloured
people dwelling in the northern states and well organized
escape routes* thousands were able to make their way
successfully to British North America*

Such major

communities as Amherstburg* Sandwich and Windsor became
well known termini of the Underground Railroad system*
Because of its mild climate Essex County appealed to
many of the refugees and they decided to remain in the
area*

During the lSUO's and 50's coloured communities

developed in Malden* Anderdon* Colchester* Gosfleld*
Sandwich and Maidstone Townships*

Some of the people

preferred to reside in town* but the majority of them
settled on farms*

Other fugitives merely passed through

the county and took up residence in such places as
i
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Buxton, Davn Mills and the Queen* s Bush*
As their numbers increased such questions as, aid to
the needy, construction of churches and schools and
prejudice against coloured people became important
issues in their life*. They did not, however, have to face
these problems alone, for they had the support of a number
of altruistic ministers, both coloured and white*

These

men saw the need for the organization of societies, pro*
viding guidance and stability for the refugees*

11
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INTRODUCTION
Thought
Of Squallty— as if it harm’d me. giving others the
same chances and rights as myself— as If It were
not indispensable to my ovn rights that others
possess the same*
1660
Walt Whitman
Freedom is a very precious thing and as our modern
society has evolved9 it has become more and more precious
to mankind*

Once attainedf it should be veil guarded*

It

is a natural thing for any man9 brovn or vhite to revolt
against slavery and search for a home where he can live and
work as a free man*
The British recognisedf long before the Americans» that
slavery could not survive as an institution and they passed
lavs to facilitate its decline*

For this reason Canada

became a land of freedom for the American slave*
a
What the coloured people did after their arrival in
the area of Essex County has been the primary concern of
the author in this paper*

It is an area of study and

research which has been scantily covered by historians*
vii
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Since the refuses slaves from the United States came in such
large numbers, many of whom became permanentt settlers in
the area, they could not help but contribute to the grovth
and development of the county during the mid-Nineteenth
Century*

An attempt, therefore, has been made to give an

account of their activities in some detail*
Without doubt the coloured people who fled to Essex
County should be admired*

The majority of them endured

many hardships during their flight to freedom* [Once they
arrived, the simple fact that they were free did not mean
that they no longer had problems to solved

Things with

which they had been provided while in slavery now had to
be worked for*
spirit*

They set about this task with an undaunted

Their desire to become Independent and their

profound religious convictions are greatly admired by the
author*

They desired a better life for their children

and attempted to see that they were educated*

viii
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z
THE EARLY YEARS OP SETTLEMENT
filftYSEY
The part played by the coloured people In the
settlement of Essex County has for far too long either
been Ignored or minimized by local Historians*

It was

through the efforts of the Negroes, as veil as the vhite
people, that large portions of forest and bush lands vere
cleared for farming and settlement* (Although hundreds
of Negroes arrived ragged and empty handed, it vas not \
long before they found work, for there vas no lack of
jobs in those early years of development*]
The first Negro inhabitants of Essex County vere
actually slaves, vho vere ovned by the French settlers*
Jacques Duperon Baby held approximately thirty slaves
»
and Antoine Deseomptes Labadie, a resident of Sandvloh,
1-------------------------------------------------------------

E* J* La Jeunesse, "Census of the Inhabitants of
Detroit Sept* 1, 1750". Ifrfl Hlator ,3BQr4«, flgfilaa*
p* 5**-»55 The inhabitants listed resided on the
anadlan side and included5 Chauvln with 2 slaves,
Baublen vlth 1, Gllles Parent vlth 2, Janisse vlth 1
and many others*

S

H
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2

bequeathed to his wife In his will of May 26, 1806, her
2
choice of any two of these slaves* Simon dirty, a resident
of Malden, vas also a slave owner*

Colonel Mathew Elliott*

a Loyalist from Virginia, who settled on a homestead in
Malden Township, vas reported to have had sixty slaves, who
lived in huts behind the Elliott residence*

This has been

proven by the faet that in 1807 a company of renegade Negroes,
thirty-six in number, deserted Colonel Elliott and served in
the militia at Detroit*
With the passage of a bill by the Upper Canada Legis
lature July 9, 1793 the right of the Governor or Lieutenant
Governor to grant a license for importing Negroes, who would
be subjected to slavery, vas repealed*

However, those Negroes

vho had been brought into the country before the passage of
this Act, vere not immediately freed, since provision vas
made to safeguard the interests of those already possessing
slaves in the province*
Provided always, That nothing herein contained
shall extend, or be construed to extend* to
liberate any Negro, or other person subjected to—

Francis Cleary, "Notes 6n the Early History of the
County of Essex,” Baafii.fllatarlcal ..gqglfltr P a m s and A
AfltojBMf Vol. 1, p. li
David Botsford, "History of Coloured Folk in District
Filled with Humour, Pathos and Industry". "Negroes Essex
Countjr", Macdonald, Blatorr laccra, No, 18
A. B. Farney, Dr. Fred Park, Famar Papers, p. koi
Fort Malden Museum
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3

such service as aforesaid, or to discharge them,
or any of them, from the possession of the owner
t h e r e o f o r shall have otherwise come into
the possession of any person, by gift* bequest,
or bona fide purchase before the passing of this
Act* whose property therein is hereby confirmed,
or to vacate or annul any contract for service
that may heretofore have been lawfully made and
entered into, or to prevent parents or
guardians from binding out children until they
shall have obtained the age of twenty-one years*

5

Furthermore, children born in slavery were to remain in
the service of their mother's ovner until they reached
the age of twenty-five and were then to be discharged.
(Actually,,slavery never really thrived in Canada because
of the eold climate and small farms in the provinces*
Canada's agricultural economy was too individualistic
for Negro slavery which vas designed for a plantation
economy^
The Act prohibiting the extension of slavery vas
unique for it vas one of the first of its kind*
passage may be credited to

Its

Lieutenant Governor Slmcoe, who vas

influenced by his connections vlth the humanitarians and
philanthropists of Great Britain*

It made Upper Canada

a place of safety for fleeing slaves long before slavery

"An Act to Prevent the Further Introduction of Slaves,
and to Limit the Terra of Contract for Servitude within this
Frovirae^i
SftQftda tq tha
Breyfogel, MaVo
p. 30 "Slavery as an economic
institution became dependent upon a few semi-tropical crops*"
Jesse Macy, The Antl-Slavorv Crtiaadar p, 21
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vas abolished by the British Parliament in 1833*

DflTilftgaaatL,9f tfaq M a rs rs u a fl .PallrQad
Slaves vere escaping from bondage long before the Under
ground Railroad vas organized.

They fled to the forests,
7
mountains and svaaps in the southern states.r» Although a
number of Negroes succeeded in escaping to some areas in the
northern states vhere they could not be found,fit vas not
until the end of the war of 1812 that the nevs of the land
to the far North vhere a coloured man eould be safe from
slavery spread among the Negroes.] "...— slaves began to find
their vay to Canada before the opening of the present century
(Ninteenth) but Information in regard to that country as a
place of refuge can scarcely be said to have come into circu
lation before the Var of 1612"

Soldiers fro® Kentucky

and Virginia returning to their homes after the var conveyed
the nevs that the Canadian government vas veil disposed to
defend the rights of the refugee Negroes under its jurls9
diction. As slaves vere sold and often transported to the
deep South they in turn spread the nevs of free Canada to
their unfortunate brethren.

7

Some vere Instructed to follov

"

gJ°hn H. Franklin, Froa.,SLaVgp;.,ta PrflgflQSU

W. H. Siebert,
■toifctftflQBU P* 27
IfafclM

208

The Underground Railroad from Slavery

P* 38
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the Big Dipper pointing to the North Star, while others vere
guided by those who had already been in the North and had

10
returned to assist thenu
The early Anti-Slavery societies vere devoted to the
eause of preventing the enslavement of free Negroes*
Many free Negroes in the northern states had been lured
back to the South and it vas the goal of certain men
along the border to attempt to prevent these kidnappings*
These men may be considered some of the first agents of

11
the Underground Railroad*

The Underground Railroad move

ment supposedly began in Columbia, Pennsylvania and by
1815 it had spread to Ohio.

By I831 there vere numerous

stations along the Ohio River giving? aid to the escaping
12
fugitives* "Ohio and the eastern part of Indiana vere
predestined by geography to take first place as an avenue
of escape for runaway slaves*^

Furthermore, "Ohio's

early population— New Englanders, Quakers, anti-slavery
Kentuckians— vere generally disposed to aid fugitives*"
There vere various means by which the slaves made
10

J. C. Furnas,

.Pttfilt,

P* 2 W

Maey, On* Clt.* pp. 112— 13
12
Franklin, Qp ^ Clt.. pp. 2*tl— *t2
Breyfogle,
l*f
p. 57

p. 57
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their escape*
selves.

Some found it necessary to disguise

them

Men posed as women, women as men, and thosv who

vere of a lighter complexion often escaped by passing as
vhlte people, while the darker Negroes acted as their
servants*

In their flight to the North they followed

rivers, valleys and railroad lines*
As the Underground Railroad continued to increase its
activities, its operations vere carried on mostly by Quakers
and free Negroes*

One of the most prominent agents vas Levi

Coffin, a Quaker and the reputed president of the railroad*
He had settled in Newport, Indiana, six miles from the Ohio
line*

His home vas used as a depot for the refugees*

Harriet Tubman, having escaped from slavery herself, is
believed to have assisted in the escape of three hundred
slaves*

She returned to the South approximately nineteen

times to lead these people to freedom*

Joslah Henson, also

born in slavery escaped with his family and returned south
many times to assist slaves to escaped There vere many others
who vere as equally courageous as the aforementioned
assisting those in bondage to freedom*.
;
Breyfogle, £&*_&£»» P* 59
Xo
Franklin, On. Clt.. p. 25$
Jill., P. 255
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7

Essex County vas one of many termini of the Underground

18
Railroad*

There were several routes through Southern Michigan

which the refugees made use of in order to reach Canada*
Those coming from Indiana and Ohio could use the western
route by way of Biles, Cassopolis, Vicksburg, Battle Creek and
Marshall* while those taking the eastern route could come by

19
way of Horenei, Adrian, Tecumseh, Ypsilantl and Detroit*
Many people living in the southern counties of Michigan hid
Negroes in their houses or barns, fed and clothed them and
20
saw that they were conducted safely to the next station*
There were several people in Detroit who aided the slaves by
concealing them until the opportunity arose to cross the
river to Windsor or Sandwich*

Seymour Finney, who kept the

Finney Bouse at the south east eorner of Woodward and Qratiot

21

was well known for his assistance to the refugees*

When this

route was under close surveillance by the agents of the
slave owners, the fugitives vere directed northward to the
15 --------------------------------------------------------------

"Most of the communities along the border served at
one time or another as terminals of the Underground Railroad*
Fugitive slaves crossed the border from Detroit, Cleveland,
Buffalo, from Upper New York <and Vermont* They crossed the
Qreat Lakes in open boats to land at tiny ports in Canada
West or tracked north into the Maritime provinces*" R* W.

winkSj^fianafla and tha halted Slataa*

p * io

a* Catlln, The Storv of Detroit* p. 32*f
20
F. Clever Bald, Michigan In Four Centuries, p. 258

21

Catlln,

, p* 325
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St. Clair Hirer*

Another route of the Underground Railroad

passed by way of Sandusky*

The Negroes boarded boats and

going by vay of Marble Head and Kelley's Island they reached
Point Pelee*- During the winter months they vere concealed
22
under blankets and conveyed over the ice in sleighs*
l£5fl ln,.Saa« .fiQRafcz
Owing to the inaccuracy of the records and the incon
sistencies of various authorities as to the number of
coloured people who entered Upper Canada, it is difficult to
estimate exactly how many people took up residence in Essex
County*

Before the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 vas passed

there vere many families settled as free holders*

The

earliest known Negro land holder in the county vas James
Robertson* a veteran of Butler's Rangers* He vas granted a
23
lot in Colchester Township in 1787* In 1822 there vere 11
coloured property owners InMKalden Township; in 1830 there
vere 21 names listed and in 1835 there vere 31; in I838
there vere ho and in 18H8 there vere approximately h$ listed
---------------------------------------------------------------

siebert, Kha.Myataxlsa ,.fig..Qhla*.a,ilnfl«gzgttnfl Railcqafli
p. 2**9— 50 After the enforcement of the 1850 Fugitive
lave Lav such ships as the Ray Flower, the Arrow* the Bay
City and the United States carried many refugees to safety*
The Arrow is reported to hafe landed at Detroit vhere the
refugees disembarked and vere sent on to Vindsor by ferry*
At one time Captain Atwood of the Arrow vas prosecuted and
fined #3000* for letting fugitives off at Fort Malden*
23
Fugitive Slave File *fFort Malden Museum

S
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2*f
for Amherstburg and Malden. While Benjamin Lundy vat touring
Canada Vast in 1632 ha vat informed that there vara approxi**
aately 300 coloured tattlers near the Tillage of Amherstburg*
At early as 1615 Hegroes vere already settling In
Colchester Township and by 1821 they vere i&aaftrous enough to
establish a church, vhieh vas one of the first coloured

25

Baptist churches in Canada*

By 18*+5 there vere 103 names

of coloured families listed as free holders in Colchester
Township.

There vere 2 blacksmiths9 James Fielding and

Alfred Cousoinsi 1 shoemaker9 Eli Highvarden9 1 tobacconist 9
George KeBoy and the remainder vere farmers*

Fiftywfour of
26
the names listed had a total of 11*+ children of school age*
Zt is also significant that 66 of the men vere over **0 years
27
of age* The fact that so many of the coloured people owned
property clearly indicates that they had a great deal of
initiative and industry*
Ila Hflgroan' Partlelnatlon In thu R«h«llt«n at
Their loyalty to the Government of Upper Canada vas
------ -g—

-----------------------------------------------------------

ifi*a

XawaahlB
Rev* K* Talbot 9 Moderator* A Hlatpyr of Aaharstburo<TWA'*l"*ffT5TT■"Vi%

aeular Missionary Baptist Association.

S

Amassment for the Township of Choleheater 18U*.
JW'9
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displayed during the Rebellion of 1837— 38.

From December 29,

1837 to Jan. 26. I838 a company of coloured volunteers served
28
under Captain Calvell at Fort Malden. Joslah Henson states
In his narrative that he vas captain of the Second Company of
Essex Coloured Volunteers and that he and his men assisted In
29
the defence of Fort Malden from Christmas 1837 to May 1838.
In January 1838 the schooner Ann manned by rebels and sympath
izers bombarded the Essex County shore and vent out of control
vhen fired on by Canadian troops.

After drifting down the

Detroit River and going aground near Elliott's Point it vas
30
captured by Joslah Henson and the coloured volunteers.
Finally, Captain Angus McDonald Is said to have been the
captain of a company of coloured volunteers In Sandvlch In
183^
Jtogttgftaa
During the early years of settlement there vere fev
organized societies to aid the fugitive entering the country.
Hovever, there vere certain individuals In Essex County vho
gg--------------------------------------------------------------

"Pay List of Captain Calvells Company of Coloured
Volunteers at Amherstburg on Militia Duty from 29th December
1837 to 25th January 1838", Famey and Park, Qp/Cit., p. 610
29
Fred Landon. "Canadian Hegroes in the Rebellion of

1837*joJgfflmal,Qt JgggQ ..HlatagXs Vol. 7, No. if, p. 378
Ernest Green, "Upper Canada's Black Defendors",
antgrlo Historical Society Papers and Records Vol. XXVII

imo,, p. 381
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vere active in anti-slavery work, and did their best to
assist the refugees*

One of the first of these persons

aentloned vas Captain Charles Stuart, who vas born in
Jamaica and grev up in a Scottish Calvinist atmosphere*
In 1817 he came to Canada and settled at Amherstburg*
Between 1817 and 1822 about

150 Hegroes arrived at Amherst*

32
burg*

Captain Stuart came to know most of them and sold

them land at a reasonable ratey along vhat are known to-day
as Kempt| Broek and Qeorge Streets in Amherstburg*

During

the years 1829 to 1850 he carried on anti-slavery activities
in both England and the United States* Upon his return to
Canada he became Corresponding Secretary for the Canadian
33
Anti-Slavery Association*
The elder William Wilks can also be given credit for
serving the early coloured settlers*

At the age of ten he

had been brought from Africa and had lived until early man
hood in Virginia*

About 179^ he vas converted and began to

preach amongst his people*

In 1818 he arrived in Canada

and after living a year in Amherstburg, he purchased forty
acres of land in Colchester Tovnship*

There he built a log
3V
meeting house and preached to the people every Sunday* When
p
"Chronology of Captain Charles Stuart", Fugitive
<*• *•>
3fr
Talbot,

P* 2
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a deaeon in Detroit heard of hie growing congregation, he
arranged for Wilke's ordination and aided hia in organising
the little group into a Baptist church in 1821#

For the

next seven pears Rev#/Wilks laboured aaongst the people and
nJP
left his property to the Church when he died in 1828*
When Levi Coffin visited Essex County in l6Mt, he found
Xsaae Rice labouring aaongst the Hegroes in Amherstburg#
Since I858 he had aided the refugees#

At his missionary

home he sheltered many hundreds of fugitives until other
hones could be found for then and he also conducted a school#
"This (Aoherstburg) vas a great landing point, the principal
36
terminus of the Underground Railroad of the West#"
Isaac Rice faced a heavy task in Aoherstburg#

He had

little financial assistance and at one tiae vas unable to
pay the freight charges on supplies sent for the poor#

In

the suaoer of I8b9 over fifty refugees had arrived and vere
badly in need of clothing# Isaac Rice appealed in a letter

37

to the Western Citlsen in Chicago for assistance*

He had

been receiving some aid from the American Missionary
Association since 18W8, but according to his, it vas not

Levi coffin, jkainutantttti or fori CsflCia, pp *

37
Fred Landon* "The Work of the American Missionary
Association Among the Hegro Refugees in Canada West 18W8— 6 V ,
S°g i *t V Pftpara > n d R * e Q r d *

?<* «
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13

sufficient to support the increasing number of refugees
38
entering the country. Within a fev yearsy he vas, howevert
criticised for his begging activities*
Zn the years prior to 18$0 immigration of the coloured
people into Canada vas gradual*. Many of the earlier settlers
remained in the county after the American Civil War9 whereas
the majority of those who came after the passage of the
Pugitlve Slave Act returned to the United States*-

-------------

Ibid.f p* 201
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II
RELIGION AND EDUCATION
AMONGST THE
COLOURED PEOPLE IN MALDEN TOWNSHIP
Ttn EagltlYA
The passage of the Fugitive Slave Aet by the Congress
of the United States in 18^0 meant that slaves eould be
reclaimed merely by the master presenting an affidavit of
ownership to a federal Judge or commissioner and alsoy
there vas great danger that through the affidavit of an
unscrupulous slave-hunter9 free Negroes of the North could
be sent into bondagesSec* 6« That when a person held to service
or labor in any State or Territory of the United
States9 has heretofore or shall hereafter escape
into another State or Territory of the United
Statest the person or persons to idiom such service
or labor may be due,— .••— may pursue and reclaim
such fugitive person, either by procuring a var*
rant— •••— for the apprehension of such fugitive
from servlee or labor, or by seising and arrest
ing such fugitive, vhere the same can be done
without process, and by taking, or causing such—
I ----------------------------------------------------------------

Landon, Western Ontario and the American Frontier, p. 207

lb
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person to be taken 9 forthwith before such
court, Judge* or commissioner) whose duty
it shall be io hear and determine the case
of such claimant in a summary manner} and
upon satisfactory proof being made by
deposition or affidavit, in writing • to be
taken and certified by such court) Judge9
or commissioner) or by other satisfactory
testimony* duly taken and certified by
some court— ...— to use such reasonable
force and restraint as may be necessary)
under the circumstances of the case) to
take and remove such fugitive person
back to the State or Territory whenee
he or she may have escaped as aforesaid*
In no trial or hearing under this act
shall the testimony of such alleged fugitive
be admitted in evidence) 2
Consequently) many free coloured people as veil as those
Just fleeing from slavery entered Canada*

Aid to tht Rtfftftftti
Essex County) being the most southern part of Canada
and having a mild climate was quite suitable for settle—
ment by the coloured refugees*

"Excellent soils— coupled

with mild temperatures and abundant rainfall) fora the
basis of a rich and varied agricultural production)
Markets for which were readily available*^

1

8

Henry Comaafcer. "Fugitive Slave Act September 18 9
Document■ of American History* p. 322

Neii Morrison.
pp* 1— 2
In the southern portion of the county the soil is a sandy
loam with the exception of Malden and Anderdon which is
heavy clay* In the northern area of the county the soil
is also heavy clay. Qaaeteer and Directory of the

SauaUca of font» Lanhton and Saaax, p. 32»
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Consequent to the sudden increase of the number of
refugees| a number of settlements developed in the county
in vhich the coloured community centred on church and
school*

Since Amherstburg was one of the principal termini

of the Underground Railway* it was natural that anti-slavery
supporters and ministers turned to that thriving community
at the mouth of the Detroit River to give aid and advice
both practical and spiritual to the fugitive*
The American Missionary Association continued to aid
the missionaries in their pursuits*

They concentrated

their efforts at Malden* giving support to the Reverend D*
Hotchkiss and Mr* Kirkland* as well as Isaao Rice*
"Amherstburg was a really strategic point for missionary
work as more fugitives crossed— into Canada at this point
than anywhere else on the frontier* *

Mr* Hotchkiss was

stationed at Amherstburg some time during the latter months
of 1850*
This devoted friend of humanity (Daniel
Hotchkiss) has Just entered upon his mission
among the fugitive slaves in Canada Vest* He
is stationed at Amherstburg by the American
Missionary Association* Ve never saw the brother
before yesterday*— he called on us and passed
the night* Ve were truly happy to form an
acquaintance with him and believe him to be—

\
Landon* "The Work of the American Missionary
Association Among the Negro Refugees in Canada Vest
18U8— 6V»* Op . Sit,.
pp. 199— 200
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an abla true-hearted soul and veil qualified
for his sphere of labour* 5
During the vinter of 1850— 51 hundreds of fugitives
had stopped vithin the vicinity of Malden and almost
every house was full*

By January 1, approximately tvo

hundred families had been given clothing by Reverend
Hotchkiss and Brother Kirkland, his co-labourer*

By the

middle of January Mr* Hotchkiss reported that aid had been
given to between eighty and a hundred families*

Those

coloured people already residing in Malden Township had
given what they could to aid their destitute brethren*
There vere however* several of the old settlers who were
also in need themselves* because of the destruction of
7
their crops by a hail storm some time during 1850*
nevertheless, there vere coloured families who vere
prospering*

In the town of Amherstburg there vere fifty-

four families and out of these thirteen owned property and

8

forty-one families paid rent*
5--------- —

When Benjamin Brew visited

---------------------------------------'
------

lAcn
gf tha
I
051) vol* I* no* lf p« 2,YP1f*
ol* 3

.piffi

(J«n

r <'«• 1.

lflf tb9 y M lt U t '

I T i S S J

H Wm D* HotcW4»*> "A Letter to the Editor" .Feb. b
l85 * » -QlQC of thflFugltlva. (Feb. 26, 1851) *ol, I, No, 5,
P*
Col*. According to Rev* Hotchkiss there vere
approximately 2Mf coloured people in the Aaherstburg—
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Amherstburg In 185V, he reported there were between four

9
to fire hundred coloured people in the area.

He was assured

by some of those people, who had resided in the free states
before coming to Canada, "that here the coloured people
were doing rather better than the same class in the United
10
States"•
While there were many individuals who needed some
type of assistance upon their arrival, there was a general
aversion to begging for food and clothing*

"We know from

experience and observation that such help is only temporary
and degrading to all who are the recipients thereof} not
only so, it has ever been a 'bone of contention' in Canada

11
among the refugees*"

It was believed that this was the

opinion of nine-tenths of the coloured people and all those
who acted as missionaries, with the exception of Isaac J*

12
Bice of Amherstburg*

In April 1852 Isaac Bice was openly

rejected by the directors and others of the Canada Coloured
viciniiy*. According to the Census of l85l— 2 there were
138 males and 87 females in Amherstburg* In the township of
Malden there were 1V2 males and 137 females* Census of
Canady 1891^2" ffmltlYi M l m
Benjamin Drew, A „jfglfthalflfl Ylaw.at JlaYBIZt P. 3**8

10

p* 3V8
2

of th* yngitiv<>‘ (Fob»12» 18?2) Vol II* Bo. V,

*12

’

Ibid* 1
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Missionary’ Society.

They claimed that begging vas carried on

In the name of the society vhich profited one or tvo indi
viduals and a small clique* The needs of many sick persons
13
had been disregarded* The directors, Rev* Henry Staffordt
Pleasant Kiddy William K

Jackson and James Greeny cautioned

the public to be on their guard and withdrew themselves from
any connection with the missionary society*

After having been
15
rejected by the Baptist congregation, Isaac Rice disappeared*

The coloured people were without a doubt adapting them
selves admirably to their new homes*

In addition to farming

many vere engaged in various trades} some vere shop keepers,
blacksmiths1 shoemakers and tobacconists*
According to Benjamin Drew one of the best hotels vas
16
kept by a “very intelligent coloured man"* Levi Foster
vas known to have run a hotel and livery stable during this
period and vas apparently prospering9 for he advertised the
beginning of a stage line from Windsor to Amherstburg*
Mr* Levi Poster of Amherstburg Canada West
would inform his friends and the public gener
ally that he has neatly fitted up a hotel on—

"Isaac J* Rice and Baptist Mission"* Vo lea of the
Fugitive. (April 8, 1852) Vol. II, No. 8, p. 2,^ol. f

.with,a1y1q MsCtitIy Ji&cck 13*.JL3&
Drew, Op . cit.* p. 3**9
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Market Street for the accommodation of such ai
may favour him with their patronage* Bis prions — ~
shall be liberal, and no time and pains spared to
render satisfaction to his customers* He has also
a variety of splendid carriages and horses to let
connected vith the above establishment for the
accommodation of the public* 17
A refugecy James Smith, came to Malden with his vife
18

because of the passage of the Fugitive Slavs Bill*

At this

time they vere not veil off and depended upon their labour
for their living*

Smith soon found work in Sloan's stone

quarry in Anderdon and made about four shillings per day*
Mrs* Smith made what she could by saving and vith their
small savings they began a grocery shop*

As their business

increased Mr* Smith |ave up his Job at the quarry to assist
his vife in the store*

His shop vas reported to have been

one of the best grocery shops in the tovn of Amherstburg*
William Lyons, a skilled Joiner, had been vorking in
Amherstburg for tvo years after coming from Ohio*

He had^

approximately fifteen shillings a day for his labour* It vas
his opinion that "the coloured people here are doing veil
— •••— There is less vhiaky drinking by coloured people
here than in any place I knov of*

they use less in my

*

i*'
. "foster1» Hotel*»
1852)jr©l ii# no. 12, p* S
'

col* 7

fMltlTlt

(June J.

Drev,
p* 353
19
Rev, William Troy,
Fvedow. pp. 20— 1
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20
opinion than the whites in general*”
Elisah Valentine fled from North Carolina to Ohio and
then made his way to Amherstburg*

Be followed the profession

of a cook for two or three years on lake steamers and at
times in hotels*

He became a deacon of the Baptist Church*

•I may say heref to the credit of Hr* Valentine and his vife
that they would be an honour to any community*

They are
21
known as an industrious and highly respected family*”
In order to assist the new comers the society known as
the True Band Society was foamed in Amherstburg in September

22
185V,

James Smithy previously mentioned} was a member of the

Board of Directors*

The membership of the True Band Society

in Malden vas approximately six hundred persons?

Both women

and children could be members after the payment of a small
monthly feet
The objects of the association vere com
prehensive; they included the improvement of
the schoolsy the increase of the school
attendance among the coloured people* the
abatement of race prejudice* the arbitration
of disputes between coloured persons and the
employment of a fund for aiding destitute per
sons just arriving from slavery, the impression

20
Drew* apa .filt*, p* 358

21

Troy, aPe.Slt.»

22

P« 17

Siebert. The Dnderground Railroad From Slavery to
Freedom f p, 230
?roy,

£ fi*J £ tt*»

P« 21
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of bogging in behalf of refugees by self-appointed
agents and so forth* 2k
The True Band Society of Malden did a great deal of
good work*

Zn particular, they rendered assistance to Mr*

Blackburn, a refugee slave from Tennessee*

He had taken six

months to amke his v&y to Canada and suffered greatly from
the intense cold of winter, having been frost bitten in both
legs*

When he arrived he vas placed in the care of the

society at Amherstburg*

At this time Mr* Blackburn vas

entirely helpless, but through the aid of the society he
vas able to secure a position within tvelve months and
25
became independent*
SflttfifiUQQ
After having become established one of the primary goals
of the coloured people vas to see that their children
acquired an education*

Zn Amherstburg the children applied

for admission to the common school*

At a meeting held by the

Public School Trustees on April 1, 1851 it vas decided to
call a meeting vith the teachers for the purpose of hearing
their opinion on the matter*

There must have been some

Indication of discrimination dn the part of the vhite people,

2k
siebert*
ficaafljaj,
p. 230

.gadflrggaraduitaUgaalJftfln .slaYfira...tfl

**>71 g j f c j p .

22
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as the board brought up the question of appealing to the
publie to take the responsibility for keeping the eoloured
children from entering the public schools*

At the meeting

on April 2, 1851 teachers vere advised to send all eoloured

26

children requesting admission to the schools to the trustees*
In the following year Mr* A, K. Davson and Mr* A.
Bartlett public school trustee8V vere appointed to call on
the coloured people and "if necessary engage a teacher for
27
them"* A fev days later Mr* Bartlet reported that he had
engaged Mr* Underwoodt a young eoloured manf to teach the
children*

Since the eoloured people vere satisfied vith

Mr. Underwoody he vas hired for the year 1853 &t a salary of

28
sixty dollars Including the rent of a school room and fuel*
In the following year Miss July Turner vas engaged as a
29
teacher and remained until December 1856*
It vas during the spring of I85*t that Benjamin Drew
visited Essex County and found the coloured school In Amherstburg In operation*
in attendance*

At the time there vere tventy-four students

The school house vas a small low building

containing neither blackboard nor chair* Along the sides
------ -- 1
.. ....... — .. 11
§5-------------------- 1
“King Street School References”* Mjentac-of. the ....
Public School Truataca 1851— ,1882f April 1--2 lejl
27
^Ibld.f July 8, 1852
Ibid*f Jan. I5y 1853
Ibid,, Dec* 18, 1856
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of tho room there vere long benches vith desks in front of
30
them. "The vhole interior vas comfortless and repulsive."
Obviously, the 8chool Board m s not over generous in giving
aid to the eoloured school at this time*
With the resignation of Hiss Turner, Mr. J* B. Williams
vas hired in January 1857 to teach*

However, he proved

unsatisfactory to the eoloured people, vho petitioned the
School Board to replace him*

Hr* Taylor vas then hired

and Hiss Green appointed as assistant teacher*

Hr* Taylor

remained at the eoloured school until l86^f With the passage
of time and the increasing demands of the eoloured inhabit*
ants, conditions in the school vere improved*

In 1858 Hr*

Brush and Hr* Soble, members of the School Board, rented a
house from Hr* Levis at the rate of thirty-six dollars per
year to be used as a school?
In 186V the School Board purchased a house and lot on
King street to be used as a school for $V50.00 from Hr* T,
McGuire*

In 1&68 the Board allotted $200*00 for enlarging

the school house*

1858

The school vas in operation for a fev

jo
,
Drev, 0°. Clt.. p. 3**8
31
"King Street School Beferenees", On* clt»* Jan* 13,
32
££&*, Dec* 15, 1866
33
m a . , April 5, 1858
3V
Ibid*, Feb* 22, 186V
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year* after 1900 and vhen it vas closed down the children
vere sent to the common school*

In spite of the fact that

the coloured people originally wanted their own school, no
real effort vas made on the part of the School Board to
integrate the children in the common school*

Vhen Mrs* Levi

Foster requested the Board to admit her children to the
public school in 1871 the family received a refusal)
At a meeting of the Common School Trustees
your wife's application for the admission of
your children into the vhlte department of the
common school* as she chose to term it, vas read
and considered*
The trustees are of the opinion that it is
inexpedient to alter the present arrangement
of the different departments in as much as the
coloured department is sufficient for the wants
of the eoloured people* 36
Advancement of Religion
The majority of the coloured people vere deeply relig
ious, hence, through the guidance of their own ministers
and vith aid from others, churches vere established and
Sunday schools conducted for the education of both young
and old*

The Amherstburg Baptist Association vas formed in

l8*tl and vas composed of three ehurches,w the Amherstburg
*

Baptist Church vith 19 members, the Detroit Baptist Church

^Interview vith Alvin McCurdy March H f 1Q6W
"King Street School Reference", (hu Cit«. April 5,
1871* This letter vas written to Mr* Levi Foster and signed
by the supporters of the common school— Sd Anderson, Charles
V* Thomas, Andrew Botsford, James Dunbar, and Lex Jones*
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vith 17 members and the Sandwich Baptist Church vith 11
37
members*
Zn Amherstburg, during the early years, worship vas
carried on in the homes of different members*

The mission

fed and eared for refugees until they could acquire a means
of livelihood*

In 18**5 the first church vas built*

Rev*

Anthony Binge was the pastor of the Amherstburg church from
I8*fl to 185H.

He became an itinerant preacher for a time i n ^

order to raise funds to aid in the construction of the church*
All timbers for the church vere taken from the bush and hewn
by hand and all sheeting and clap-boards vere secured in the
same manner*

The master carpenter vas Deacon George Crawford

and his assistant vas Nacy McCurdy*. They vere aided by
Deacons Ellsah Valentine, John Lyons, Ralph Adams, David
n
39
Medley, Henry *oster and George French*
In 18*f7 two nev churches, the Colchester Baptist and
the First Baptist Church of Hamilton joined the Amherstburg

ho

Baptist Association*

Despite the fact that during I8*f9

there vas a great deal of internal discord, the association
37
^Talbot,

, p* 6

Ibid*r p. h
39

^ itarz.aT PalgRrftfl ,cfaarch,.,(fiaptlat)>

Notes from

ho
Talbot, apa.,gJLS*f p* 13
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flourished spiritually and increased in bembership and in

hi
churches"#
Her, William Troy beeaae pastor of the Amherstburg
Baptist Chureh in 1851* and remained there for three years»
after which he vent to Windsor*
in Virginia on Mareh 10, 1827*

He vas born in Essex County
His grandmother vas a white

woman and his mother a free person of colour, making him free
as veil*

His father vas a slave vho eventually purchased

his freedom, and the family moved to Cincinnati*
Hev.^Troy had been residing in Amherstburg only a fev
weeks when Benjamin Drew made his tour through the area*

He

Informed Mr* Drew that about 100 persons usually attended
*►3
divine service and the majority of these had been slaves*
The church had its largest membership in 1857 vhen 192
M*
members vere registered*
About five miles from Amherstburg in the township of
Malden there vas a small settlement known as Mount Pleasant*
It vas located on the eighth concession and a Baptist church
---------------------------------------------------------------

Ibid,r p. 16* In 1855 the Little River Baptist Church
joined the Association; in 1858 Windsor Baptist Church joined;
in 1862 the Gosfield ehurch joined and In the same year the
Colchester church applied for admission* The Puce Baptist
Church vas admitted in 1863 and in 1870 the New Canaan
Baptist Church applied for admission* Ibld.f pp. 18— 22
. **0y,

p. 1

*►3
Drev j&uJZJJkt P. 355
Talbot, Qp . Clt.,

p. If2
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*as built on Lot 68, vhen John Hedgeaan donated a portion of
his farm for their use*

Zn 1856 there vere 52asabers, but

in 1906 the church vac no longer used*
The African Methodist Episcopal Church vhieh had been
organised in 1816 in Philadelphia sent missionaries to
Canada in 1857.

Rev* V* Cannon organised the Hasrey A.M.E.

Church in Aaherstburg*

The property for the church vas

purchased in 18W8 from Alexis Calliteau for £97*10*0*

The 4
*►5
trustees vere Luke Snovden, Martin Maddison and Isaac Brovdy*

Services vere held in a log house until the present church
vas built*
Since the Canadian Conference of Churches vas subject
to outside interference, it vas decided to organise the
churches into an independent body knovn as the British
Methodist Episcopal Church*

The first bishops of the B*M,s*

Church vere V* Haseray, 1856jjg?5t

&.R* Disney, 1875— 88 and

Rev* Valter Ravkins, 1886— 9*** Dispite the

split vith the

A*M*s» Church the original church retained a aeabership*
Zn 1669 there vere 65 aeabers in the A*M«S* Church*

In 18|3

there vere **1 aeabers in the B*M,E. Church and 30 scholars*

Alvin McCurdy, ll?th Anniversary of thm Ka«rev A„M. B.

Saw

2Za.J>2
The

*>77

Chnrch. Motes fpoa Mr* A, McCurdy
_

The A.H*B. Church Meabera In I8f9f Ibid*,
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The Colonial Church and School Society also carried on
missionary work among the refugees in Amherstburg*

Rev.

John Hurst, vho vas stationed at St* John's Church Sandwich
in i860 reported that the coloured people vere taking an
Interest in the Church of England*

He also found a diminish*

lng of prejudice against the vhite people*

The eoloured
*•9
people attended the Sunday School vith the vhite people*

gOBClttilOa
Vhen $•

Hove visited Maiden in 1863 he found that

there vere 71 property owners in town*

He claims that there

vas one eoloured tax payer to every 11 of the eoloured
inhabitants*

In 1870 there vere 101 householders listed*

These people had a variety of occupations) George Crawford
vas a carpenter, V m i a m Carter a blacksmith, Jacob Taylor
a teacher, Haey McCurdy a carpenter, Henry Fltzbutler a
teacher, Levi Foster a livery keeper, (by this time he had
given up his hotel because of the temperance movement),
George Taylor a shoemaker, Anderson Ueney a barber and

%

Elizabeth Smith a orocer*
(Both the churches and the schools provided a center of
stability for the refugees!) It vas to these places that
*»0
pp*

29~5 o

Amherstburg Assessment Roll Mar

1870
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they turned for guidance9 and their physical as veil as
spiritual needs vere provided for*

They vere encouraged

to make use of those trades vhich they had learned in
slavery*

From all evidence the eoloured people did prosper

in Malden Tovnship*
Zn spite of the fact that the coloured people vere
forced to have their ovn schoolsr they vere not rejected
in all levels of life by the community*

The Tovn Council

often had a member of the eoloured community among its
representatives and at various times they held positions
on the Public School Board*

They added to the grovth and

advancement of the community and proved that they vere as
capable as any vhite person*

3 1 --------------------------------------------------------

"Hotes from Mr. Matrass", Fafiltly .SlaYfl Zllfl-l
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Ill
AGRICULTURE AS A LIVELIHOOD FOR THE REFUGEES
IN
COLCHESTER, ANDERDON AND GOSFIELD TOWNSHIPS

ffeslrv for t o d
The primary goal of many of the fugitives from slavery
both independently and under the guidance of various organ
izations vas to purchase land and to clear it for farming*
Since a large number of the former slaves vere accustomed
to tilling the soil, they applied their past experience and
knowledge to the fertile lands of Essex County.

Within the

pages of the "Voice of the Fugitive" articles referring to
the quality of faro land in canada can frequently be found*

We knov it is a very common thing to hear
slave holders and those who favour the American
Colonization schemes say that Canada is very
cold, that crops will nqt grow as they vlll in
the States, and that thd fugitive will perish
here vith cold. Nov so far from such state
ments being true, the climate is very little
eolder here than it is in the northern part of—
1
Landon, "Aglculture Among the Negro Refugees in
upper Canada,” PaaiS&ftfajaaJfehttJtoaMa. in Stow canada>
p. 2
31
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Kentucky* In proof of this, ve have good crops
of tobacco raised hare ovary year for market)
and sveet potatoes, a root vhieh requires a
vara climate* grov and do veil* in the southern
cart of Canada Vest* Xn addition to this, all
Kinds of grain and vegetation that grovs in the
Worth Western States is raised here* as the soil
is of a superior quality and the elioate
favourable*
2
In Colchester, Anderdon, Gosfleld and Maidstone Townships
tracts of land vere farmed by the eoloured people*

tottUl&lan 91 laxA la CQlsbsitmr
Xn Colchester Tovnship there vere four knovn settle*
ments of eoloured people, the Tillage of Colchester, Rev
Canaan, OUgal and Pleasant Talley*

Xn 1851 there vere

300 males and 233 females registered as inhabitants of the
township.

When Benjamin Drew passed through the area in

185V, he vas informed that there vere VjO coloured persons
in the vicinity of Colchester Tillage*

Large portions of

the landtunder cultivation had been cleared by these
V
refugees* Robert Raison, vho had been in the area since
18VV claimed that the eoloured residents cleared approx*
iaately two-thirds of the land in Colchester Township*
5---------------------------- ----------------------------------

"The Price and Quality of Canada Lands", Volea of
the Fjgltlvo, (March 12, I65I) Vol. X, No* 6, p* 2, Col. 2
"Census of Canada 1851— 2", gBfiiUTl sIfiYg

b

0N > | Op . *>!*..

p. 367

P. 371
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Tha funs along tha Laka Erie ahora aa far back aa tha
fourth concession vara inhabited almost entirely by vhite
people vith only an occasional farm ovnad by a coloured
■an*

"These faros are not generally so thoroughly or so

neatly cultivated as those of the vhltesy though there are

6
soae vhite men's faros no better than theirs*"

Beyond the

fourth concession the faros belonging to the coloured
people vere sore numerous*

The refugees had penetrated
7
deeper into the bush than any of the vhite settlers*
Soae of the refugees leased small portions of wild
land for six or seven years*

Howeverf by the time the

land vas cleared the lease had expired in many eases and
the settlers vere turned off the land and vere forced to
move further into the woods*

They profited by their ais8
takes and began to acquire land of their own*
David Grier* a refugee, who arrived in 1831 claimed

to have cleared between 70 and 80 acres of lease*land|
from vhieh he derived no benefit*

He vas of the opinion

that the vhite people took advantage of the refugee in
9
order to have their land cleared*
In spite of the hardships that had to be overcome»
5 ---------------------------------

Draw, On. ci*-.
W * .

p. 368

P. 369

Iblfrr P. 371
p. 373
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there vere many families vho became prosperous*

Robert

Nelson claimed to have ovned 191 seres of land and a house}
Ephraim Waterford ovned a farm of 200 seres of vild land
vith five aeres elearj Eli Artis held 25 acres of land of
which he had

eight aeres cleared; Ephraim Casey ovned a

farm of 60 aeres and stock# vhieh he had purchased from a
vhite man and Rev* William Ruth held 50 aeres of cleared
improved land and an orchard as veil as 70 acres in New

10

Canaan*

Other well known residents of the township were}

J* Hughbanks* vho came to Essex in 18**7y held 60 aeres in
Colchester Village and vas a member of the School Board
for tvelve years} 8*C* Hickson* vho settled in the county
in 1858* held 163 aeres on the North Middle Road and vas
also a school trustee) Esquire Ramlltonf vho came to Canada
about 13k6, held 37 aeres on the Core Road in south Col
chester) D* R# Davis* vho settled in Essex in 1851# owned
15C aeres on the fifth concession and Henry Graham* vho
came to the county in I8V7 became the owner of 260 aeres on

11

the second concession in south Colchester*

The settlement of New Canaan vas established by Rev*

12

S« Kirkland about 1851*

It vas located north of Harrow

10

u imd*# PP. 370-5

, .lam Xroa Alvin McCurdr

12

.gfj^ifrglfclltt*

(Feb* 12* 1851) Vol 1* No* b9
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on the Qesto Hoad and approximately tan alias aast af
Amherstburg*

Xn tha area there vas six thousand acres of

Canada Company Land for sale* priced from 12,00 to $2*50
13
par acre.
Hr*

a* Kirkland reported that tha people in the

settlement vere progressing veil in clearing their lands
and those vho had arrived in the fall of 1850 already had

lb
large clearings*

A good school and nesting house had been

constructed under his guidance*
tventy fanilies in the area*

By 1852 there vere about

Their school held daily

classes and religious services vere also held regularly in
the settlement*
When Benjamin Brev visited Colchester he vas told that
*Hev Canaan is going to be one of the finest and most
beautiful places*

It has every advantage necessary to

make it a fine settlement*

It is covered vith heavy timber

and has a first rate soil*

The settlers are doing extra*

V

ordinarily for the time they have been there***

By this

1 3 .......... ''
T... ..... ■ ...~
"Canada Lands**
gf tfat fagjtiTft (June b9 1851)
Vol I^Ho, 12, p* 2, Col 1— 2

^

2Yq^

a| tha FagittY<>‘

IT, 1851) Vol* I, Ho*

16*

„ , glrat iaffiMiI ^tport Eaaasatad tg.tht Anti-SlaTta_ _
afttlitY of uanafln br IU BawatlYt cw n t a i *tersfa 2»u.JfcS2
P*

17
®reVf Op* Clt»t p* 376
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tine there vere about forty families settled there*

Their

holdings vere about 100 aeres eaeh in area and approxim
ately three-quarter* of the settlers had already paid off
18
their land and vere making improvements*
Gilgal and Pleasant Valley vere two other farming
settlements in the vicinity of Harrov*

the former vas

located on *alker Road near Harrov and vas established by
19
the McCurdy family* the latter vas just east of Harrov*
Both settlements had a church and school*
By i860 there vere 170 land ovners amongst the refugees
In Colchester tovnship*

One man* Charles Hatfield appears

to have ovned property on three different concessions)
200 acres on Concession k9 5 acres on the Gore and 25 acres
on Concession 1*

Lavson Atkins held 200 acres on the

fourth concession) James Poston held 200 acres on South
Middle Road aod James Smith ovned a 200 acre farm on Worth
20
Middle Road* there vere 2k eoloured people vho held farms
between 100 and 200 aeres in sise9 k2 vho held property
between fo and 100 acres

and approximately 107 who had

holdings of less than 50 acres*

Included in the list vere

the names of seven women vho held property) the widow
jr—
.

—

--------- ----- ------- ------------

P* 372

Sota* f*o« Alvin MaCuydv
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Tisdale held half an acre on the first concession* Nancy
Pettiford ovned 50 acres* Sarah Matthews ovned 25 acres*
Slisabeth lang ovned 33 aeres* Rebecca Hyroarden ovned 25
acres and Sarah Sard ovned 50 acres*
The majority of the refugees had little difficulty
in finding employment after their arrival*

Robert Nelson

stated* “It is reported throughout the world* that eoloured
people cannot live here) 1 have been here ten years and have
seen none starving yet*

Any man that will work can get

ten dollars or twelve dollars a month cash* and more if he

22

takes it in trade**

Zn 1866 there were 201 heads of families

listed as residents of Colchester*

Proa all indications
23
the majority of these people resided on their own fame*

The fact that

so many of the refugees came to own fairly

large holdings of property is further proof of their
Industry and independent spirit*

Satttaaanta In
There vere two known settlements of refugees in Anderdon
Township* Marble Village and Haiti*

The former was a

collection of huts which gradually increased in number
around the vicinity of Anderdon quarry*
^

r"" 1

■-

-

-

The latter extended
..

nod.,

22

Drew, Op* Cit«f p« 370
23

lh<L£auntf,Qf .fiaats <kMttaar.tad Qsneral faalraaa
ftlrtatarr for ittefrnr.?,
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in area from the second to the seventh concession in
Anderdon*
Captain Sloan vas the ovner of the Anderdon quarry*
now Allied Chemical Company property*

He vas a retired

British naval officer* vho vas interested in anti-slavery
work*

"If not directly concerned in the Business of the

Underground ^ailvay, he vas at least very kindly disposed
towards the fugitives from oppression*M

Captain Sloan had

a son of the same name* vho vas a mariner on the Great
Lakes*

He vas also sympathetic towards the plight of the

coloured people* and frequently transported them from ports
in Ohio to Agherstburg*
One of the neighbours of Captain Sloan vas Hr* H*
Wingfield, vho provided land for the settlement of the
refugees*

The lots vere on the north side of the Texas

Hoad and on the vest side of Concegsion 2 north of the
quarry and vere knovn as Gore lots*
Besides being engaged in farming, many of the residents
of Anderdon worked in the quarry or in Thomas's sawmill*
The majority of these people lived along the Texas Hoad*
Because of their past experience in agriculture in the
5 5 -------------------------------------------------------------

Botsford, On* Ctt-.
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Unitod States* the coloured refugees vere adept In the
handling and curing of tobacco leaves*

The soil in

Anderdon is no longer considered suitable for the culti
vation of tobacco* but in the last century a great deal
of tobacco vas grovn in the area and chipped from Amherst28
burg* Huch of this work vas done by the refugee coloured
people*

fira in g in fo a fltlrt Xavnahlp
In 1851 there vere 33 males and 30 females residing
*9
in Qosfield Township. When Benjamin Drew visited the
township he found that there vere 78 coloured people living
there*

With the exception of two or three heads of families

the remainder held clear deeds to their land*
One of these men* John Chapman arrived in Qosfield
vhen it vas primarily wild land*

There were only three

eoloured people in the area at this time and farmers raised
only enough to provide for their own needs*

By the time
30
Mr* Drev arrived all vere making a good living* Another
refugee* Thomas Johnson* took a 50 sere piece of land and
cleared it*

Upon his arrival.in Bssex he had leased land

but after clearing it* he vas forced to give it up*

When

SB--------------------------------------------------------------

Ibid* i
29
^"Census of Canada 1851— 2 % £s*~£U*»
Drew, 9a*„fai«* P. 379
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this experience vas repeated a second tine* he vas deter*
31
mined to purchase his own f&ra# In 1861 there vere 67
eoloured residents of Qosfield#

In the records there is

also mention of one eoloured school?

In 1866 there vere
33
29 heads of families listed as residents of the township#
They did not live in a elosely knit community hut vere
scattered throughout the township#

Charchaa .and fiflhotiU
At the time of the founding of the Amherstburg Baptist
Association the log church in Colchester built by Elder
William Wiiks vas the only coloured church edifaee in
Essex County#

When the property v a s lost to the Longpoint

Baptist Association Mathew Matthevs gave one-quarter of an
acre of land for the establishment of a Baptist Church on
the third concession about three miles vest of Harrov#

In

1362 it had its highest membership of 26 and in 1906 it vas

In 185H the Baptist Church at Nev Canaan requested
g

.

Ibid., p# 381

32

"Coloured Population of Essex County Census 1361"
"Negroes« Essex County" HilfidQnai ffUtarlgal pQUttfiUaa 2fe»-l£
33

_

^ Saanty-^C Jfraw

Directory fmr 1866— 7

,General .ffttilreia

"Notes on Interview from Tommy Johnson Oct# 1961",
Talbot, £aBaajd&* y P# b2
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membership in the Aaherstburg Association and was accepted*
It again applied for membership in 1670, for during the

intervening years it had lost its membership through failure
to attend meetings*

In 18

there were seven members and

37
In I872 the church was extinct*

in 1871 there were eight*

The Baptist Church in Gosfield applied for admission
to the Aoherstburg Association in 1862. when it withdrew
38
from the longpoint Association* There were 29 members
registered in the church in 1862 and 33 in 1875*

?he

church was extinct in 1908*
In the early days the Methodists had preaehing
stations at liberty Chapel and the Plains, also one called
the Lake and one in Anderdon«

A n of these stations were

39
served by Elder Butler*

When a conference of Methodists

was held in St* Catharines in 1873, there was mention only
of two stations and these were both in Colchester at Sew
*•0

Canaan and Harrow*

At Sew Canaan there were 21 members

and 30 scholars at this time, and at Harrow there were

17
^ibia.. p. •**
Ibid.' P. 19

39

"Churches and Cemetery", ffogXUyt..ElauJ’
ilfiJt

kO

Himtaa Qf lha S m n t w a t b Sgaalan of. thfl Annual
ggflgtgaflca.flf.ihfl
Jfethodlit Eolicpaal
hald
at St. Catharines June 21~t 187*
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17 members and 10 scholars*

Although the number of members

of the aforementioned ehurches are very small , it does not
mean that others did not attend church services*

When Rev*

John Hurst visited Nev Canaan not less than 100 people
came to hear him preach*
From the number of schools that the coloured people
had» it was quite evident that they placed a great deal of
Importance on education*

They had their own schools at

Rev Canaan, Pleasant Valley, Gilgal, Sloan's Quarry and
the one mentioned in Gosfield*

Members of the McCurdy

family are reported to have taught in the school at Gllgal.
In 1852 they had a "flourish!

school" at Rev Canaan in

which Miss Lyon vas the teacher*
Before 1850, coloured, Indian and white children
attended the Sloan school*

Because of prejudice the coloured

people were forced to appeal to Ottawa sic for permission to
establish a separate school*

Some 125 families, resident of

Marble Village signed a petition and eventually they vere
granted permission to have their ovn school without financial
backing from the government*

The children were moved to a

small building on the Sloan property*

In order to maintain

TfT

Qlonial gftarcfa
Hlaalaa .to .faigltlve Slaves in Ci
£» p* 39
apart for „toa Xaar
^atflrvlav vtth Alvln HcCarto, fiapte 13t
"Coloured Settlements and Schools", Voice of the
Fugitivef (Jan. 29, 1852) «ol* II, Ho* 1, p. 2, Col. 1
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the school the children were required to pay twenty-fire
cents a month*

In time the coloured people were able to

purchase from Mr* Wingfield a small tract of land with a
log house on the second concession*
The school opened in 1850 and Miss King was the first
teacher*

Her salary was approximately $200*00 a year*

Other teachers who later served at the school were* Miss
Julie Turneri George Simons, Mr* Coxfieldv Mr* Pocock,
Mr. Harris, Miss Christian, Jacob Taylor, Alexander
Mackensle^ Miss Hound, Miss Madeline Poster and J* H.
Alexander*

ffftnclttilan
The state of freedom in which the coloured people
could live in Canada allowed them to turn to any type of
occupation which suited their interest and ability*

The

faet that cheap land was still available for development
was of great Importance to their uncertain status in an
unfamiliar Iand*

They had the choice of working for others

or for themselves*

It was the latter state of independence

which Henry Bibb in the Yolee. of the Fugitive

and others

who were interested in aiding them, encouraged them to
------ jjjj-------------------------------------------------------------

"Records Kept by Peter Stokes, King Street, Aaherstburg
about the Coloured People Securing tneir Own School"* "Negroes
Essex County", HftfiflQOalfl
.QfllltSUon jfaa.lfit P. 17
Ibid., p* 18
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strive for*

They were no longer one of many slaves vorking

for the master# but rather Independent souls# who vsre able
to use their ova initiative for their ova benefit and that
of their brethren#
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RURAL AND URBAN LIFE

IN
SANDWICH AND MAIDSTGNB TOWNSHIPS

Sh« CoaUouing Tlflt M fiflfsgoaa
Because of their proximity to Detroit, Sandwich and
Windsor stood out in importance as the termini of the Under-

ground Railroad#

Along the banks of the Detroit River many

touching scenes of courage and thanksgiving were viewed by
the inhabitants#

On the Detroit side some poor refugees,

closely pursued by their masters were seen hurriedly boardin
a ferry#

On the

Canadian side they were seen shedding

tears of Joy upon arriving at a land where they were free#.
As previously stated« the fugitive Slave Act greatly

Increased the number of arrivals#

"We do not believe that

the time has ever been when there were more slaves «*king

their escape to this province than there are this fall and
winter from the South notwithstanding all that there has

1
been said and done to enforce the fugitive Slave lav#*
1

—

■

-

1

.......

(Dec# 17t 1851) Vol If No# 26, p* *t, col# 1
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To state exactly hov many fugitives arrived at Windsor
and Sandvieh Is impossible, since no accurate records were
kept and many people vent inland*

During the years 18 51— 52

the Voice of the Fugitive reported a continuous influx of
coloured people*

It vas reported in the edition of August 27,

1851 that*"Fugitive slaves are constantly arriving here
from all parts of the South*

We have Just been called on by

a very fine looking man from Louisiana,— •*.— several from

2
Kentucky and Missouri and some from North Carolina"»

In

the following year another report stated* "The Underground
Railroad is doing good business this spring*

Not less than

fifteen passangers have landed here from the South within
a few days,who never knew what freedom was before".

In

December of the same year It was again reported that* "The
Underground Railroad ears are making regular trips and
landing passangers here almost every day, who come with
cheerful hearts, leaving the condition of slavery behind}
and the slave hunters are frequently seen and heard at the
Detroit River edge, but dare not venture over, lfcst the

k

British lion should lay its paw upon their guilty heads*."

2—

—

_

T5ey

1651) Vol. I, No. 18 p* 2. col, 1

FUSHlYfti (Aug. 27,

3
5o?r.}SwS?illTIhSy C ° m e " » Y.OlSft o r tha /ttgltlYfle
(April 22, 1852) Vol. II, No. 9* p. 2, <Jol, 1

fA

or Escape", ValMLQl.thg fugitlYfl, (Dec. 2?
1852) Vol II, No. 25, p« 2, Col*
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Henry Bibb and the Voice of the Fugitive
Among the new arrivals was Henry Bibb, an escaped slave
who had been residing with his wife in Michigan during the
l8Uo*s.

At that time he was actively associated with the

5

Liberty party in the United States*
and his wife settled in Sandwich,

In 18 50 Henry Bibb

He, however, continued

his close association with anti-slavery societies and agents
across the border.
During his sojourn in Sandwich Henry Bibb was an
active participant in assisting the refugees.

He aided in

establishing a church of the Methodist faith in Sandwich, a
Men*s Educational and Mechanics Society, the Refugees' Home
Society and in the formation of temperance and anti-slavery
societies in Sandwich, Windsor and Amherstburg#

Perhaps

his most outstanding achievement was the publication of
the r^wspaper, the V.QlCfl Qg thfl-.faKitlYfl*
The paper was first published in Sandwich January 1,
1851.

It was used as an instrument to encourage both free

men of colour and those in bondage to take refuge in the
British provinces, and strongly advocated agriculture as
one of the best means of making a living upon arrival.
An examination of the lolaa.-flf thfl .FusltlYB reveals
that the editor, Henry Bibb, aimed at publishing a paper
5---------------------------------------------------------------

Landon. "Henry Bibb A Colonizer". Journal of Negro
History. (Oct. 1929) Vol. V, No. k, p. 1*37
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which would appeal to both sexes*

Advice was frequently

given to women In regard to conduct, dress and cooking,
while for the men advloe was given eoneerning farming
methods and opportunities for employment*- The paper also
kept its readers informed about the latest progress on
discussions on slavery in Congress and in the states at
large*

Occasionally, jokes would appear in the paper,

revealing the writer's lack of prejudice*
Support for the Voice of the Fugitive came from sub
scriptions and contributions from distant areas as well as
from the sale of spaee for the advertisements of local
business establishments*

Among its agents were Levi

Foster and David Hotchkiss in Amherstburg, Mr* Fisher in
Toronto, George Cary in Chatham, James Grant in Dawn Mills,
Mr* Llghtfoot, Francis King and others in Michigan*

fizgaalaaUqa .gl .ffgfiUUaa .for ..fittttflnftat
of the Refugees on the Land

The first known society in Essex County for encouraging
the coloured people to settle on the land was organised in
18H5 by Rev* T. Villes, a coloured Methodist preacher, and

f

was called the Sandwich Mission*.

Two hundred acres of

5---------------------------------------------------------------

_ ,
"List oT Agents*, Voice of the Fugitive* (Jan 1, 1851)
Vol. I, No* 1,
2, Col* 1

7m
Coloured Settlement",
1851) Vol I, No, 2, p* 2, Col. h

(Jan* 29,
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timber land on the ninth concession in Sandvieh Tovnship

8

had been purchased with money raised in the United States*
In 1851 the mission was reorganized as the Coloured Indus
trial Society*

the trustees of this organization were

George Williams» Alfred Kelley, William Keys and Alfred
Brinson*

Bev. Israel Campbell and Bey* John Jackson vere
9
the agents for the society.
A resolution vas decided upon

by these men vho stated*
We— •• .— have been appointed a Board of
Trustees to establish a settlement of coloured
people in the tovnship of Sandvieh* Canada West*
and an institution in vhich that elass of the
community may receive a liberal education and
thereby Improve their present illiterate state
and also so promote such religious and orderly
conduct among them vhlch vlll tend to their
spiritual as veil as their temporal happiness*
— ••••— We hope and trust that the friends of our
race v i U come forvard with liberality to assist
us in the establishment of an institution thereon
which will be conducted in the principles of true
religion and vhlch it is intended shall place us
in a far more exalted position among our fellows
than at present* This institution when completed
will not be open for the purpose of gain but for
the purpose alone of improving our race vhlch ve
shall endeavour to do to the best of our ability*.
—
We are now striving by opening the settle
ment to place it in the power of every coloured man
to purchase a lot for a mere trifle and thereon
be enabled to earn an honest livelihood without
being dependent on the charity of others*. 10
5------------------------------------------------------------ —

zm*,
"Sandwich Mission" , Fugitive Slave file 5.

10
*Coi2??ed *n*iatrial Society", YQlgg ,qf
(Jan 29, 1851) Vol I, No. 2, p. 2, Col, t - j
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The land purchased In Sandvieh was divided Into lots

of ten acres that were sold to those who were willing to
comply with the rules and regulations*

The trustees re*

served twenty-five acres for a church and school to be
built in the future*. In 185ft- when Benjamin Drew visited
the area he was told that eight families were settled there,
having cleared forty acres for cultivation*

Some of them

were able to support themselves by farming while others had
to work out to supplement their incomes*

At this time the

roads were in a very poor condition, being vet and muddy*
Five years later the society purchased thirty more acres in

Sandwich for the settlement of the refugees*

A free school

was opened which vas attended by conductors and depot

12
agents of the Underground Railroad*
One of the pet projects of Henry Bibb vas the Refugee
Home Society, an organisation to promote the settlement of
Negroes on the land*

Members of the Anti-Slavery Society

of Michigan and several invited guests from British North
America met in Detroit on May 21, 1851 for the purpose of
considering the "moral, social and financial condition of

13

the coloured population of Canada Nest"*
■

..... ..... .. .............. ......... ....................

..i.

i

At this time the
i

■

11

^Drev, £ b * J L U o

P* 335

"Sandwich 1859", ffttgittYft,„SUYa
-S
13
"Friends of the Anti-Slavery Cause", Voice of the
Fugitive. (June ft, 1851) Vol. 1, No. 12, p. 1, Col. ft
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Refugee Hose Society vas founded*

Their elms vere express*

ed in the preamble to a constitution adopted in Farmington,
Michigan!
Whereas it is supposed that there are* at the
present time, betveen thirty-five and forty thou
sand refugee slaves in Canada, vhose number has
been constantly increasing since the passage of
the Fugitive Slave Bill.
And whereas, on their arrival, they find them*
selves in a strange land, uneducated, povertystricken, without homes, or any permanent means
of self-support} however willing they may be to
work, they have neither the means to work with,
nor the land to work upon} and the sad story or th
the numerous fugitives who have been dragged back
by the strong arm of the American Government, is
a sufficient proof that there is no protection
for the slave this side of the Canadian line*
The only protection for their liberty on the Amer
ican Continent is emphatically under the shadow
of the British throne*
In view of the above facts the friends of hu
manity in Michigan, in May 1851, organised a
society vhlch has undertaken the purchase of
thirty thousand acres of land in Canada, on which
to settle fugitives from slavery*— **•— the
refugees from Southern slavery, who are now in
Canada destitute of homes, or who may hereafter
come* being desirous of building themselves up in
Canada, on an agricultural basis, and who do not
buy* sell or use intoxicating drinks as a beverage
shall by making proper application to this society
and complying with its constitution and By-Laws,
be put into possession of twenty-five acres of farm
ing land and their children shall enjoy the blessings
of education perpetually* 1**
By December of 1851 land had been purchased for the
15
Refugees in Sandwich Township* By I8*fo the Refugee Home

55—
15

--------- ----- -------------------------------HomsSoelety", Vfllg* of thf PaiittlT«i
P« 2, Col* 1

iflcns
Xalfift-Qg .tha.ftlSlUYQt <Bec. 17,
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Society had purchased approximately two thousand acres of
land about nine miles from Windsor in the townships of

16
Sandwich and Maidstone*

Money for the purchase of this

land vas raised through contributions and one-half of the
money smteived from the sale of the land vas to be used
17
to buy more land*
After being persuaded by Henry Bibb, Horace Hallock and
Rev* Charles C. Foot, Laura Haviland, an American womanf
vho spent many years of her life assisting the unfortunate
coloured people, consented to conduct a school eight miles
from Windsor in the Refugee Home Society settlement*

The

society had erected a frame house for school and meeting
purposes*
The school vas opened in the autumn of 1852.

Besides

day classes a Sabbeth school vas held, which vas of special
interest to the older inhabitants*

Many frequently came

five or six miles with their ox teams to attend these meet
ings vlth their families*

"Every man, woman and child vho

could read a verse in the testament— -even with assistance
took part in reading the lesson, and liberty vas given to
ask questions*"
15
Dr»v, 9c, c».,

p. 323

IfcU., P. 32>t
18
Laura Haviland, A Woman* a Life Work, pp. 192— 1 Among
those vho attended vas a couple in their eighties, who missed
very few Sabbaths during Laura Haviland* s stay*.
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The task vhlch Laura Haviland faced vas an arduous one*
Along with the day classes during the week she held an
evening school for tvelve heads of families vho vert anxious
19
to learn to read the Bible and hymn books* The conditions
under vhlch she lived vere very crude, for she mentions that*
"The vinter vas quite severe, and I frequently vas avakened
vith the snov drifting in my face, and not unfrequently
found the snov half an inch or more desp over my bed on
20
rising in the morning** Yet, her spirit vas undaunted and
she remained the year at,her post, as she had promised,
until she vas replaced by Brother Meglothln, vho had Just
arrived with his family from Virginia.
Laura Haviland reported that upon her arrival she found
that the settlers had built small log houses and had cleared
from one to five acres each of the heavily timbered land*
In these clearings they raised corn, potatoes and other
garden vegetables*

There vere even those vho had sown

two or three acres of vheat "and vere doing veil for their
a
first years" •In 185V there vere twenty families occupying farms of
tventywfive acres each on the Refugees* Home Society's land*
1 5 --------------------------------------------------------------

„ I b U * » P. 196
20
iSU.» P. 196
Ibid*> p. 192
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Since the report stated that forty lots had been taken up
It is possible that the other tventy lots vere held by
22
single persons.
It appears that a thriving settlement grev out of the
efforts made by the Refugees1 Home Society to settle people
on the land.

"Hear the corner of the Puce River and the

Base Line there vere at one time a school and three Negro
churches— the Baptist9 A.M.E. and B.M.E.."

Many of the men

in this area became moderately successful farmers.

By 1861
2*t
there vere 375 coloured inhabitants in Maidstone Township.
One of the settlers Manuel Eaton had a small faetory vhere
he made potash and pearl-ash from wood ashes.

In his grove

the people often met for barbecue s.. Another resident of the
22
Drev, Op. Clt.. p. 323 The folloving is a list of
some of the inhabitants vho vere settled on land purchased
by the Refugees1 Home Society* Edvard C. Walker and Horace
Hallock, trustees of the society, bought farm lot 7 Bast
Puce River from Alanxo Reid and vife in March 1853* In
1858 it vas recorded that the Trustees sold property to
A* W. Summerville
acres)9 Willis Hamilton (25 acres),
John Ward (25 acres), J. H. Holland (10 acres)9 John Grun
(10 acres)9 E, Grant (25 acres)9 Edmond Greaves ("2i acres)9
George Washington (25 acres). Mrs. Taylor (35 acres).
Daniel Hurst (25 acres)9 J. L. Williams (25 acres). A. Hove
(12£ acres) and Francis Bioss (25 acres). "Puce River
Coloured Settlement", Notes from Alvin McCurdy
23
M. Wallace, "The Negroes". "Pioneers of the Scotch
Settlement on the Shore of Lake St. Clair", Ontario Hi y i
lapttrs and .JftMorfli* (Sept. 19H9) vol.
p. 195
"Coloured Population of Essex County Census 1861"r
Negroes, Essex County", MftStoPfllfl fiiatOIlfiftl lCgUttUQa,,flU ,18
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tovnship, Albert Scott, vas a veterinarian and vas veil
known throughout the county.

Too and Josh Lucas, vho lived

in the village of Puce vere owners of a large scov and vere
2J>
prosperous in their business.
The societies for promoting settlement on the land did
not reach the proportions anticipated by their founders.
The question arises vhether such plans vere advisable in
the first plaee« for they tended to isolate the refugees
from the white inhabitants.

The coloured people congre^

gated in their own churches and their acceptance of separ
ate schools led to much dissension in later years when
the time came to integrate the coloured students vith
the white children.

let, there vas a strong argument

on the side of the Refugees* Home Society and other such
schemes.

The small grant of land gave the refugees

respon

sibilities' to the societies, while at the same time it
gave them the opportunity to lead an Independent life.
The societies gave preference to the refugees directly
from slavery, for the free refugees from the northern
states had had opportunities to make money and because of
this experience they needed less guidance and protection..
Without doubt the societies aided the coloured people to
find personal dignity.
»

j

Wallace, Op. Clt., p. 196
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Town Life
In spite of the emph&sis placed upon the benefits to be
found in farming, some preferred to face the hazards of town
life*

As tovn dwellers they vere subject to an Integrated

life, and would therefore Heel more strongly the effeets of
any prejudiceJ

Nevertheless, tovn life had its benefits

for it offered more opportunities for employment*
In 1852 Windsor vas a thriving village*

New buildings

vere being erected and sidewalks laid)
Our stores and shops are here thronged
with customers from sunrise in the morning
until nine o'clock at night, mostly by our
French farmers, and many come here from Detroit ‘
to trade, especially when they want to get a good
bargain or a good English manufactured article.
Our docks are so frequently crowded vith steam
boats and sailing vessels, loading and unloading,
that there is scarcely room for the ferry boats
to land. 26
fhls prosperity created a variety of Jobs in Windsor and
Sandwich, as veil as offering a market for farm produce*
St vas reported that "There is plenty of work for fugitives
here on the Canada railroad vithin twelve miles of Windsor,
chopping wood, grading etc* to be done* There are about
27
fifty at work there now** One refugee, Joseph W# Brown,
found employment at the Great Western Hallway of Canada
£5--------------- —

...... ....................................

ih,»«»<»!Pr??r*‘,,of, i S r ,;,?*niTla Wind»or"> Msfl_a£-iha

£U£lttiSi <J«n» 3, 1852) Vol. II, Ho. 12, p. 2 , Col. b
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when the line had been completed to Windsor.

Ha had mada

his vay to Windsor from St. Louis vith a vidov and her child
and only enough money to pay their railroad fare*

He later

married the vidov and worked at odd jobs until securing a
steady position on the railroad*

"J* Brown through his

Industry has purchased a house and lot and is still making
28
progress*"
According to Benjamin Drev there vas no real need to
raise money for the fugitives in Windsor* except perhpps for
the first fev days after their arrival* for there vas
plenty of vork to be found*

"Women get half a dollar for
29
washing* and it is difficult to hire them at that** Women
could also obtain employment as domestics*

One example

given by Rev* Troy tells of the success of the Monroe
family*

Mrs* Monroe and her eleven children found their vay

to Windsor from Kentucky and vere met by Rev* Troy*

Shelter,

food and clothing vere provided for them and the daughters
soon obtained employment as domestics* vhlle the younger

30

children vere sent to school*

One haven for the refugees in Windsor vhlch stood out
in importance vas the Windsor barracks* vhlch vas at that
53-------- ;--------------------------------------

xroy* gBi, Clt« I p. 90
29
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time located on the site of the City Hall Square.-

In 1851

after the troops In the barracks had been withdrawn to
31

London9 the building served as a shelter*

At one time the

barracks proved to be a point of contention*

A reporter

from the Hew York Reeorderf who visited the area9 misrep
resented the condition of the refugees In the barracks,
stating that their lot had not been Improved by fleeing to
Canada*

This complaint was refuted by the Yolee of the

Fugitive stating that* "There may be some persons there
who are sick and are suffering from disease! but we know
of none who have their health and strength who do not earn
32
from 50 to 75 cents per day at eommon labour* " One room
in the barracks was used as a school room and meeting place
33

for newly founded societies among the fugitives*

In 1856

the buildings were burned by a white man who claimed that
they housed petty thieves*
The coloured inhabitants of Windsor and Sandwich took
great pleasure in

their newly found freedom and attempted

to take the fullest advantage of it

as possible* They

actively participated in the organization of societies,
£
"Windsor Barracks’, Fnsltlva Slara Flla T
32
"Slaves inCanada", XfllfiH ,g£ „th* FllglttYfli (Aug* 13*
1851) Yol* I, Ho. 17, p. 2, Col. i*
33

"Windsor Anti-Slavery Society", Voice of the Fugitive.
(Oct. 21, 1852) Vol.. II, Ho* 22 p* 2, Col. 3
3**
■Windsor Barracks", Qd * Cit.T
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such as the Windsor Anti-Slavery Society, a Temperance
Society In both communities and a Young Men's Debating
Society*
The Windsor Anti-Slavery Society vas organized in
October 1852 as an auxiliary to the parent Anti-Slavery
Society formed in Toronto March 1851*

The society adopted

a constitution, and claimed that they vere determined to
enlighten men about slavery*

At a later meeting they
36
decided to aid any refugees urgently requiring it* This
vas a time vhen temperance vas in the mind of many

re

ligiously minded people and the nevly arrived fugitives
also felt the foree of the movement*

Henry Bibb promoted

the eause among the refugees*. The Voice of the Fugitive
frequently carried report# of the progress made by the
society in Windsor and Sandvieh.

A Young Men's Debating

Society carried on discussions about emancipation and
temperance*

It appears that the coloured inhabitants of

Windsor and SandvOeh vere kept veil informed about social
developments*.
—

--------------------------

,n ,
Anti-Slavery Society, Volga ,0f the Fugitive,
(Oct* 21, 1852) Vol* II, No* 22, p* 2, vol. 3 Among the first
members of the soeiety vere Mr* and Mrs* H. Bibb, Mary Shadd
Coleman Freeman« Alex ” ‘ ‘
~
— ‘
John Wh.
Poynts,
Jones*^lbld*,
*otl-8X»v«nr 8°el«y. Totea of th. Fugltlra.
(Nov. 18, 1852) Vol II, No. 23, p, 2, Col.
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Progress of Churches and Schools
in
Sandvieh and Maidstone Townships
There vas a variety of religious denominations amongst
the coloured inhabitants of Sandvieh and Maidstone Town
ships.

These included Baptistsf Methodists, Presbyterians

and Free Will Baptists*

Some refugees also attended the

mission conducted by the Colonial Church and School Society.
Regular Baptist services vere held in Sandvieh as early
37
as 181+3 under the auspices of the Baptist Communion.
In these early years a small log cabin sefved as a church
and the people often held prayer meetings in the homes of
38
the various parishioners* Zn 181+7 they discussed the pos»*
lbillty of building a church and Mrs* Willis vas appointed
to collect money for the project?

A crown patent for a lot

on vhlch to build the ehurch vas given to Henry Brant. Isom

HO
Thompson and Henry Turner July 10, 181+7.

The location of
*+1
this land grant vas lot 22 vest side of Peter Street*

s?------------------------ —
Frederick Neal, SflHMhlB q£.SaafttiLfifa JPftg* mfl
P* I *
Talbot,
39

clt»>

p* 91

Himrtta
<?f. . t t a L f l M r i L a t ,
. Original document from Alvin McCurdy

July 9l»*+7

"Land Grant to the Baptist Church, Sandvieh, July 10,
of caaafla
"Coloured Baptist Church, Town of Sandvieh", Hotea
XlSa .llYla flfiCttTlT
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The corner stone of the stmeture was laid In August 1851
and a brick edifice vas constructed through the hard labours
of the congregation*

When the church vas completed Rev*

M* J, Lightfoot vas chosen as their first pastor*

He vas

followed by elders Wilson9 Reed, Jackson, Morris, Henderson,
Morgan and Slaughter* The church at Sandvieh did not have
as many members as the Amherstburg church under Rev* Troy*
but "neither did its membership dwindle as that of Amherstburg in its times of drought"*
had a congregation of

In 1867 the Sandvieh church

members*

The Windsor Baptist Church vas founded by Rev* William
Troy*. Home prayer meetings vere held in 1853*
V\ T -

In the same

year Rev* Troy visited England to obtain a grant and funds
for the construction of a church*

On May 2ht 1858 the

corner stone for a ehurch vas laid on the east side of
W6
MeOougall Street, north of University Avenue* There vere
26 members attending prayer meetings in 1856 and in 1868

h?
the church had 1^6 members*

Vq1

Talbot, Qp . Clt., p. 91
**3
6 ganad^yi Baptist Home Missions Digest 196V-196**
^ttid*, p. 267
^
Talbot, Pa,, iffJLtai P* 97
,m

>

P* 97

Canadian Baptist Home Missions Digest, p* 272
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Baptist congregations could also be found at Puoa and
Little River*

In I8b6 & log building vaa constructed at

Puce vhlch vas used as a school during the week and as a
church for the Baptist and Methodist groups alternately on
H8
the Sabbath* As their congregation increased, the Baptists
purchased the Methodists9 share of the building*

Among its

first ministers vere Elder Foot, Elder Hotchkiss and Elder
John Washington*

A nev church structure vas begun bjr^Elder

John Falknsr in 1871 and vas almost completed in 187*H
The church at Little River vas reported to have joined
the Aaherstburg Baptist Association in 1855*
it had a membership of eight*

At that tine

In 1865 there vere 29 members

SO

but In 1881 the church vas extinct*
Members of the British Methodist Episcopal Church in
Windsor met in a frame building before their church vas con
structed on McDougall Street near Assumption street*

The

church vas built by the refugees at nighty after the labours
51
of the day vere over* Some of the pastors ofthe local church
vere Rev* Mr* 011verf Rev* Mr* Blunt Rev* Mr* Washintonf
- ' ■■T3T .. ......—

Talbot,
**9
Ibid.. p. 88
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_ Ibid.t p.
51
Rev* J* T. Davson, "Local Church Built at Right by
Former Slaves", "Essex Ctounty Negroes", Iht WlBdittC J l a t W
icil SflFiPbwtait v*i *3 p . 2
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52
Rev. Mr* Buckner and Rev* Hr. Ball*
53
had 131 members and 10$ scholars*

In 1873 this church

To I873 the Puce Hirer British Methodist Episcopal
congregation vas connected vith Windsor*

Mr* Hawkins

proposed at the animal conference that Puce River Church
he detached from Windsor* and vas thereafter to be knovn

K

as the Puce River Mission*
One sinister vho did such for the refugees in the areas
of Sandvieh, Windsor and Aaherstburg vas Rev* John Hurst,
vho came to Canada as a missionary of the Colonial and Con*
tinental Church Society of England*

Proa i860 to I863 he

vas rector of.St* John's Church in Sandvieh, having also a
mission at A H Saints Church in Windsor*

After three years

he resigned from St* John's to devote all his time to
Saints*

All

Mr* Horst stated that! "My visiting amongst all

colours and classes soon brought some of the coloured to
56
church and a fev coloured children eaae to the Sunday School"*

« * ^ £*°5?**coa Pclaer

tgatc. Sti.jfifaii'fi,fiftttgflht

Sftndvlfiht ,^iadgarnrgatftTla.l8Q2amjL952t
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His twelve year old daughter instructed some of these
younger children.

However, this was not so readily accepted

by certain white citizens.

Some of the poor children were

met and abused in the streets, which discouraged them from
£ V
attending the classes. As a result. Rev. Hurst conducted a
Bib"*> class in the coloured school, giving about thirty

57

young people instructions.
*^**1
[The Rev. Hurst found that the coloured people were more
hospitably treated in the town of Sandwich at this timeO
ttAn alternate afternoon service which had been held in
Windsor was given up and transferred to Sandwich amongst
the coloured people, to their great satisfaction.* A
proposal to begin a Bible class for the adults was received
enthusiastically by the coloured people.

Hurst

continued his services throughout the 1850s, giving aid
to new arrivals and those in destitution.
The matter of education was often a point of contention
between white and coloured inhabitants.

"The coloured

population have the right to send their children when qua
lified into the grammar school.
of this right.

Hone have availed themselves

Here, as in many other parts of the province

the coloured people, by accepting of that provision of lav

7?
Ihl&'t P- 32
58
ibldx P* 33
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vhlch allows them separata schools fail of securing the
best education for their children*"

Beniamin Drew complained

of the factf that the coloured teachers vere not qualified*
Also, school taxes vere not usually levied on the coloured
inhabitants and when the wealthier citizens vere later taxed
they immediately sent their children to a public school,

60
where they vere not welcome*
In January 1851 the Voice of the Fugitive reported
that there vas no school in Windsor and that there vas a
great need for one*

In Sandwich, Mrs* M* Bibb began a

school with twenty-five pupils at her home*

It vas hoped

they would soon have a proper building for Instruction for
double the number vere interested in attending*

By 1852

it vas reported that a government school vas being conducted
in Sandvieh*

Mr* Jackson vas the teacher at this time and

the school had from tventy to thirty scholars*

In 185V

Benjamin Drev found a school established by the Refugees*
TTfiMA

ak

^Drev, £&•_£!&•>

TKa

•>r i m

1/4

(*4

P* 3V2

. Ibid*, p. 3V1
©1
"Schools for Coloured People in Canada", J*
'uglt^ra, (Jan* 1, 1851) Vol* I, No* 1, p. 2, Co!
ft,Pa,.CIS*, p* 3*f3
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In Windsor In 1852 Mary Ann Shadd taught from eighteen to

63

twenty pupils In a private home.

Mrs. Mary K« Bibb, wife

of Henry Bibb taught in a private sehool in Windsor In 185Hafter the death of her husband.

The aehool registered 39

6k
coloured and 7 white children.

Zt was Mrs. Bibb*s opinion

that: "Where separate schools exist the advantage in respect
to buildings and teachers is on the side of the whites and
unless separate schools are abolished the progress of
coloured people in education will be retarded."

David

Johnson complained that they were taxed for sehool purposes,
but his own children were thrown out of the common sehool
00

in Windsor.
In spite of the prejudice with which they were confronted,
there was definite progress in education.

One of the main

aims of the refugees was to see that their children received
an education and they were so thankful for it that the
manner in which it was obtained was the least of their
concerns,

^hey were in a land where they were free and the

privileges of cltlsenship would eventually be obtained.
3 5 ----------

"Coloured Settlements and Schools", VgififiLgf, thi
, 1852) »ol. II, No.. 3, p. 2, vol. 1
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CONCLUSION

PlnflflQlal CaadiUttaa

fltfagiM

There Is a considerable variation in reports dealing
with the financial state of the coloured people who case
to Essex County.

Some contend that the majority of the

refugees who arrived were poor, while others state that
there were many who came with financial means*

The fugitives

can be divided into two groups; those who fled to Canada
directly from slavery, and those who had been living as
free men in the northern states, who fled to Canada after
the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act.
Xt is probable that the most destitute refugees belonged
to the fifrst group.. "For the most part they arrived in
Canada Ignorant of letters with habits contracted in slavery
or gendered by that fearful prejudice which crushes them
1
in the United States"• In spite of their illiteracy, if
1---------------------------------------------------------------

"From the Anti-Slavery Bep. Befugee Slaves in Canada".
(May 20, 18^2) Vol. IX, No. 11, p. b

lol**!*

67
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they were willing to work} most of them were able to find
employment shortly after their arrival.

Thomas Jones* an

esoaped slave from Kentuckyf stated that he arrived in
Windsor without means * bat found work chopping wood*

Be

informed Benjamin Drew that he was worth three or four
thousand dollars*

Mr* Jones also stated! "The coloured

people are doing very well*

They are poory some of them,

but are all able to have enough to eat and veart and they
have comfortable homes* with few exceptions*— .,*♦— Some
few don't seem to care whether they have good houses or not*
2
as is the ease among all people*" Mr. Leonard Harrod stated
thats "I have been in Canada nearly two years*

X was poor—

as low down as a man could be— •••— ^*. when Benjamin Drew
spoke to him in Windsor in 185V he said thati "I have hired
a place to work* and have bought two acres of land**

7et,

another man stated thats NHe could chop more cord wood for
himself in one day here where he knew that he should get
the cash for it* than he ever chopped for his master in two
days a£ the South* where he had only to expect the lash

5

for it".

fln* cU»t
jI M A m
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The progress that was made by the poor and illiterate
fugitives verified the statement thati(^Hero we have motivesy
which induce us to worky mainlyy the protection of lifey
liberty and property together with a rich reward for honest
labour which prompts us to active perseverance and self*
respect.
Siebert aptly summarised the condition of the refugees
by sayings
As a class the fugitives in the townsy as in
the country were accounted steady and industrious*
At Windsor almost all the members of this
class had comfortable homes and some owned neat
and handsome houses; at Sandwich a few were house
holders! the rest were tenants; in Asherstburg
the assurance was given that the coloured people
of canada were doing better than the free Negroes
in the United States* the settlers at New Canaan
were reported to be making extraordinary progress
considering the length of time they had lived
there; and out of a coloured population of seventyeight at Qosfleld all of the heads of families
with two or three exceptions, were free holders. 7
The influx of the labouring class was of benefit to
the economy of the country.

"In this county they added not

only to the county's treasury largely but to the butchers
and merchants."

Not all the refugees came empty handed*.

Many of the free coloured people of the North brought with

siebert, Thg .HhdTgmnd fla llm d Area glaYiraJSa
. Tol«« of th« Fmtiti™. (July 29, 1852) Vol. II, *0. 16
p. 2, Col. 3
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I
them from "one to five thousand dollars*.

She presence

of this elass of coloured people vas greatly appreciated
for

they vereable to help those vho had recently escaped

from slavery^
Frequent arrivals of their friends from slavery
often produced much excitement* At one time a
company of twenty-seven arrived brought by John
Fairfield| a Virginian. Be often vent into the
heart of slave holding states and brought companies
away* passing himself as their owner until they
reached the free states* Be telegraphed some
friends in Windsor and a dinner of reception vas
provided in one of the coloured churches and a
great jubilee meeting vas held* 10

Aid to the refugees came from many sources*

The first

and foremost was the assistance given to them by the agents
of the Underground ^ailraod*

Then, many vere aided by

being supplied with clothes and food, much of which came
from philanthropic minded people of the northern states*
Acknowledgement of their generous contributions often
appeared!
Among these messengers of mercy vas the Bev*
J« F. Dolbear and Mr* woe of Lenavee County, Miehiani W* M. Stedman of Portage County, Ohio, L*. C,
hatfleld of Medina County, Ohio and Joseph Maeomber
of Farmington— ••• .--Their visit to this place vill
be long and gratefully remembered by the fugitives*
We think that they must have relieved the pressing-*

a

Salsa

,ths/ttgltlvfl* <Hov.

23, p, 2, Vol. 2— 3
10

1852) Vol. 11, ho*

Haviland, f t B a . , , p. 199
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wants of sons 100 families before they left here* U
Some of the nev arrivals vere in immediate need of
assistance| particularly those having large families*
vldovs vith children and the ill*

When Mr* Power accom

panied by Mr* Benham visited the Windsor area vith supplies 9
they found approximately eighteen families in the barracks*
vho vere greatly in need of assistance*

It appears 9 there

fore! that there vere many vho needed help at first*
Yet| this question of aid vas a natter for debate
amongst the coloured people themselves*

It vas admitted

that some aid vas needed* but they vere opposed to the
begging vhieh vas carried on for the refugees*
We agree vith Brother Ward in opposing this
begging of old elothing for the refugees
t not that ve depreciate the motives of
those vho* from the benevolence of their hearts*—
—

n -----------------------------------------------------

/T

,

"fiS .

S tig t .fifth s fja g ltliis

(Jan 1* 1851) Yol* 1* Ho* 1* p* 2* Col* 2* Other such
visits acknowledged in the paper veres *the anti-slavery
friends of Jackson County, Michigan have lust sent on to
Sandwich and Windsor by nev* A* cassady* sundry articles of
elothing and provisions vith vhieh to ’reed the hungry and

agency of B« h * Thurston brought to Windsor and delivered
into the hands of Coleman Freeman* for distribution among
our fugitive brethren vho vere the most needy in this
vicinity* 18o lbs*, of vheat flour* 190 lbs* of buckwheat
flour* 60 lbs* of rye flour* 8o lbs* of salt pork* $2*60 in
cash and one barrel of second hand clothing**. "Help for the
j^sitlves*! Ygjg>,|f,„thi,/JttglUt»* <Warchl2* 1851) Yol, I*
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have sent boxes upon boxes among the mission*
aries here to be distributed— .••.— We know
from experience and observation that such
help is only temporary and degrading to all
vho are the recipients thereoft not only
so| it has been a *bone of contention* in
Canada among the refugees.— •»*— 1Self*
help* is now becoming the vateh word among
refugees in Canada. 13
Approximately tvo years later in 185V when Benjamin
Drev interviewed Thomas Jones* he found that the feeling
towards aid vas still la question.

Mr. Jones stated*

If a man have aid furnished him* he does
not have so much satisfaction in what he has*
— he feels dependent and beholden* and does
not make out so well.. I have seen this* ever
since I have been here— the bad effects of
this giving. I have seen men waiting * doing
nothing* expecting something to come over
to them. Besides it makes a division among
the coloured people. The industrious are
against it. the other class favour it and
so they fall out.- IV
The question of aid vas a significant one for it further
confirmed the fact that it is part of man's nature to think
for himself.

The atmosphere under which they vere now liv

ing gave them the right to express an opinion of approval or
disapproval over a question of living conditions* vhereas in
slavery the majority vere denied all such rights..
Citizens of Baaex County
By the close of the Hinteenth Century the coloured
IJ—

----------------------------------------------------------
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inhabitants of Essex County had aehitTed success in every
walk of life.

Amongst them eould be found lavyerSf doctors,

entertainer8t ministers» school teachersy store keepersf
barbers| business men and skilled labourers.
Delos Bogest Davis* vho vas born August k, I8b6 in
Colchester North became Canada's first coloured lavyer.

He

eventually became a solicitor for Amherstburg and Colches—

1?

ter North.

James L. Dunnf vho came to Windsor vith his

family in l8Sh ovned the Dunn Varnish Works.

He employed

six men in this business 9 making varnish for Massey Harris
Company.

Be also ovned a liquor store on Sandvich Street

Bast in Windsor.

16

alderman.

Mr. Dunn became Windsor's first coloured

Dr. Henry Pltsbutler graduated from the Detroit

School of Medicine in 1870*. For a time he practiced in
Amherstburg t* Later he vent to the southern states to

17

assist during an epidemic of yellov fever* Elijah McCoyr
born in Colchester about I8**5t vas a noted inventor.

He

became a railroad engineer and later Invented a graphite
lubricator used in railroading*. His first patent vas
1 3 -------------------------- ------------------------------------

SoMr.nl* from AmhT.tburg Ontario 1898. p. 22
Whealen, "Pioneer Windsor is Recalled by Rev.
wiiiiam Harrison". Prgggflai»,,Tht Q&fliat lattraatilQMJi
World~&^ncltt*tion~Wlndaor.

lafrtmtv with Ifri
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taken out July 2, 1872, and forty years later he had filed
nearly a hundred patents at the Patent Office in Washington

18
d .c .

Among the store keepers vere? Henry Stephenson, vho
came to the county in 18 $1,- and opened a shop in vhieh he
sold tobacco and cigars made by hlmselfj Mr* Burton, vho
ran the only confectionary store in tovnj Mr* Craven, vho
ran a shoemaker shop on Pitt Street and Billy Alberts, vho
ran a cleaning store on Sandwich Street*

In the early

19
days the coloured people had the only band in the district*
She coloured inhabitants participated in community
affairs*- The tovn council of ^mherstburg often had a
member of the coloured community amongst its representatives.
Also, the Public School Board often had coloured represent
atives*. Their interest in political affairs vas evidenced
by the fact that they took advantage of their nev rights
as soon as possible* Unmolested they had the pleasure of
attending the polls and casted their votes for civil officials
in the county*
The attitude of the coloured people toward their nev
i

life in Canada found egression in the Emancipation Day
IB--------------------------------------------------------------

Fred Hart Williams, "Inventor had Wide-Spread Fame",
Whealen, Qp * Clt.. p* 18
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celebrations*

Those events vere held In Caldwell's drove

on Pike Road, Prince’s Grove, Sandwich, and later at Lagoon
Park, Sandwich*

The celebrations were discontinued in
20
1915 and were not held again until 1930*

fanfllmlsp
The coloured people vho came to Essex County during
the years prior to the passage of the Emancipation
Proclamation of Lincoln in 1863, ease as refugees from
slavery*

After the war of 1812 the news spread that In

the north there vas a land where the coloured nan could
dwell in freedoa under the protection of the British Crown*
The lnmigration of these people increased gradually until
the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act in 1850, after which
there vas a rapid influx*

The desire to be free9 news of a

well organised Underground Railroad which would assist them
to freedom and fear of the slave hunters vere factors which
sparred them to escape*
Upon their arrival the coloured people immediately set
about bettering their way of life*

Some came well equipped

with skills learned In slavery, some arrived vith money and
possessions acquired during their sojourn in the northern
states y while others took what work they could find until
they could become more independent*
r £0

.....

1■

•

--■ -

At that time an
...---............

XatorTigir.yttfaftca„.ailtgrFtnr .Ftbi 6>1966..
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extra labouring band vat veleoaed*

They becaaa a permanent

part of the history of this area and contributed Buch to the
economy of the county*

Agriculture vat benefltted through

their efforts in clearing land an) business vas atisolated
in the growing communities through their presence*

Their

far-sightedness vas revealed through their determined
efforts to see that their children vere educated*

There

vere even these adults vho attempted to learn the basic
thills of reading end writing*

Churches and schools

became the centers of religious and social life*
Without doubt there vere many hardships vhieh the
refugees had to endure*

They vere not always so readily

accepted by their white neighbours*

Their lack of knowledge

and their trusting natures often placed then in a position
in which ruthless white people would take advantage of them*
such as in the land leasing incident*

There vere even eases

in vhieh the employer would not pay the coloured labourer
as wish money as the white labourer* or give him produce
instead of cash* Also* the prejudice confronted in education*
became an important issue during the last half of the
ainteenth century*

By the fact they vere a visual minority

their presence here ultimately raised the whole question of
civil rights in Ontario and eventually throughout Canada*
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APPENDIX A
AN ACT to prevent the further introduction of Slaves, and
to limit the term of contracts for servitude vithin
this Province

Passed 9th July, 1793*

WHEREAS it is unjust that a people vho enjoy freedom
by lav should eneourage the introduction of Slaves; And
whereas it is highly expedient to abolish Slavery in this
Province, so far as the same may gradually be done vithout
violating private property* Be it enacted by the King's
most Excellent Majesty, by and vith the advice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Assembly of the Province of
Upper Canada* constituted and assembled by virtue of and
under the authority of an Act passed in the Parliament of
Great Britain, intituled* "An Act to repeal certain parts
of an Aet passed in the fourteenth year of His Majesty's
reign, intituled, 'An Aet for making more effectual pro
vision for the Government of the Province of Quebec, in
North America,' and to make further provision for the
Government of the said Province," and by the authority of
the same, That from and after the passing of this Act, so
much of a certain Aet of the Parliament of Great Britain,
passed in the thirtieth year of His present Majesty, in*
tltuled* "An Aet for encouraging nev Settlers in Bis
Majesty's Colonies and Plantations in America," as may
enable the Governor or Lieutenant Governor of this Province,
heretofore parcel of His Majesty's Province of Quebec, to
grant a license for Importing into the same any Negro or
Negroes, shall be, and the same is hereby repealed) and
that from and after the passing of this Act, it shall not
be lawful for the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, or person
administering the Government of this Province* to grant a
license for the importation of any Negro or other person
to be subjected to the condition of a Slave, or to a
bounden involuntary service for life, into any part of this
77
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Province; nor shall any Negro, or other person, vho shall
come or be brought into this Province after the passing of
this Aet, be subject to the condition of a Slave, or to
such service as aforesaid, vlthln this Province, nor shall
any voluntary contract of service or Indentures that nay
be entered into by any parties vlthln this Province, after
the passing of this Aet, be binding on them, or either of
them, for a longer time than a tern of nine years, from the
day of the date of such contract*
II* Provided always* That nothing herein contained
shall extend, or be construed to extend, to liberate any
Negro, or other person subjected to such service as afore
said, or to discharge them, or any of them, from the
possession of the ovner thereof, his or her executors,
administrators or assigns, vho shall have come or been
brought Into this Province, in conformity to the conditions
prescribed by any authority for that purpose exercised, or
by any ordinance or lav of the Province of Quebec, or by
proclamation of any of His Majesty*s Governors of the said
Province for the time being, or of any Aet of the Parlia
ment of Great Britain, or shall have otherwise come Into
the possession of any person, by gift, bequest, or bona
fide purchase before the passing of this Aet, vhose pro
perty therein Is hereby confirmed, or to vacate or annul
any contract for service that may heretofore have been
lawfully nade and entered into* or to prevent parents or
guardians from binding out children until they shall have
obtained the age of twenty-one years*
III* And In order to prevent the continuation of
Slavery vlthln this Province, be It enacted by the author
ity aforesaid, That Immediately from and after the passing
of this Aet, every child that shall be born of a Negro
mother, or other woman subjected to such service as afore
said. shall abide and remain with the master or mistress
In whose service the mother shall be living at the time of
such child*s birth, (unless such mother and child shall
leave such service by and vith the consent of such master
or mistress.) and such master or mistress shall, and Is
hereby required to give proper nourishment and clothing to
such child or children, and shall and may put such child
or children to work when he* she or they, shall be able so
to do, and shall and may retain him or her In their service
until every such child shall have attained the age of
twenty-five years, at vhieh time they and each of them
shall be entitled to demand his or her discharge from, and
shall be discharged by such master or mistress, from any
further service: And to the end that the age of such child
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or children nay be more easily ascertained! the master or
mistress of the mother thereof, shall, and is hereby re
quired, to cause the day of the birth of every such child
as shall be born of a Negro, or other mother subjected to
the condition of a Slave, in their service as aforesaid, to
be registered within three months after its birth, by the
Clerk of the parish, township or place* wherein such master
or mistress reside, which Clerk shall be authorised to de
mand and receive the sum of one shilling for registering
the same; and in ease any master or mistress shall refuse or
neglect to cause such register to be made, within the time
aforesaid, and shall be convicted thereof, either on his or
her confession, or by the oath of one or more credible
witness or witnesses, before any Justice of the Peace, he
or she shall for every such offence forfeit and pay the sum
of five pounds to the public stock of the district*
XV, And be it further enacted by the authority afore
said, That in case any master or mistress shall detain any
such child, born in their service as aforesaid, after the
passing of this Act, under any pretence whatever, after such
servant shall have attained the age of twenty-five years,
except by virtue of a contract of service or indentures*
duly and voluntarily executed after such discharge as afore
said it shall and may be lawful for such servant to apply
for a discharge to any of His Majesty's Justices of the
Peace who shall and is hereby required thereupon to issue
a summons to such master or mistress to appear before him
to shew cause why such servant should not be discharged)
and the proof that such servant is under the age of twentyfive years shall rest upon and be adduced by the master or
mistress of such servant, otherwise it shall and may be law
ful for the said Justice to discharge such servant from such
service as aforesaid) provided always, That in case any issue
shall be b o m of such children during their Infant servitude
or after, such Issue shall be entitled to all the rights and
privileges of free-born subjects*
V, And be it further enacted that whenever any master
or mistress shall liberate or release any person subject to
the condition of a Slave from their service, they shall at
the same time give good and sufficient security to the
Church or Town Wardens of the parish or township where they
live, that the person so released by them shall not become
Chargeable to the same, or any other parish or township* 1
1 ---------------------------------------------------------------

Vol lShg^gtagrt|a,.Qf NppcL.StaadA .to-tha lias, -al .ttia ,Baton,
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APPENDIX B
Pay List of Capt. Calvell's Company of Coloured volunteers
at Aaherstburg on Militia Duty from 29th Dec. I837 to
25th Jan. I838
Sergeant. Henry Turner.
on duty for 23 days.
John Smith*.
William Hamilton

3rd Jan. I838 to Jan. 25 1838
Bate per day 2 shillings 1 pence

Corporal.

W. M. Carter. Pay per day. 1 shilling 6 pence
Moses Brandford
Isom Johnson

Privates.

James Mathevs.
Bueben Ford
Rice Johnson
Nathan Wilson
William Walklns
Alfred Washington
Joseph Bell
Antony Hit
Jorden Jones
James Meggs
Pleasant Morrov
Nat Hanford
Samuel Croat
Frank Butler
John Bushinbo
Joseph Curtis
Handel Homes
George Wilkinson
Samuel Hughes
Jesse Bell
William Thornton
John Green

1 shilling b pence
Davy Gamble
Thomas Wingate
Henry Stepney
Edmond Moxley
Robert Levis
Peter Robinson
James Green
Daniel Binga
Daniel McKinney
John McFarlane
Amanuel Burnet
Benjamin Batts
Bdvin Williams
Dan Banks
Adam Addison
Peter Moore
Frank St. Clair
Samuel Williams
James Lyons
William Ruth
80
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Pay List Jan* 3 to Jan* 17 I838
Anthony Parker
George Smith
William Binga
Ster&n Taylor
Peter Curtua
William Rushlmbo
Thomaa Dartice
Alfred Porter
Jamas Grant
Andrew Miakana
Bison Asbury

James Hailey
David Medley
Edmond Mathevs
Anthony Binga
Charles Johnson
Henry Thornton
Jacob Thompson
Irvin Banks
Ellis Simmons
Peter Johnson
Thomas Gibson

Pay List Jan* 3 to Jan* 12 I638
Spencer Freneh
Banson Lions
William Haw
John W, Bird
Lari Simpson
John Mulder
Joseph Carter
Katbanlal MeQuire
William Mitchell
Gamble Lee
Joseph Green
George Cole
Edvard Butler
James Thompson
Vincent Hardy
William Warner
Amanuel Morgan
Stevan Major
Thomas Johnson
Kelson Broun
Butler Pitsue
Jeremiah Harris
John L* Smith
Oliver Pines
Reuben Arnold
David Barret
William Bell
Peter Wilson
Daniel Johnson

pp* 6lO~ 1 3

Carter Blaekstone
Phillip Vone
Kelson Peddiford
Robert Green
Frederick Reed
Peter Mulard
John Anderson
Henry Pollard
Janes Alexander
Thomas Nolin
Barry Field
Sam Jones
John Brooks
Andrew Marry
Moses Lucy XLooney)
Jonathan Binga
Oliver Armstrong
David Thurman
Hathan Daniels
Benjamin Stewart
Thomas Bess
Levi Brooks
Edvard Williams 2nd
Robert Washington
Henry Barret
Sumel Henderson
Peter Stokes
Jefferson Golden
William Hughes
1

A# B# Faroey, Dr* Feed Park, finiT PlBttlt
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APPENDIX C
Constitution and By Lavs of the Refugees' Hone society
Whereas it is supposed that there are» at the present
time9 between thirty-five and forty thousand refugee slaves
in Canadat vhose number has been constantly Increasing
since the passage of the Fugitive Slave Bill,
And vhereas* on their arrival they find themselves
in a strange land, uneducated, poverty stricken, vithout
homes, or any permanent means of self-support} novever
willing they may be to work, they have neither means to
work vith, nor land to work upon) and the sad story of
the numerous fugitives vho have been dragged back into
perpetual slavery by the strong arm of the American Gov
ernment, is a sufficient proof that there is no pro
tection for the slave this side of the Canadian line*
The only protection for their liberty on the American
Continent is emphatically under the shadov of the British
throne*
In view of the above facts* the friends of humanity
in Michigan* in May 1851* organised a society vhieh has
undertaken to raise £5o,uOO for our cause* and to preserve
and report such communications to the society*
Article 1* The title of the society shall be known
as the Refugees' Home Society*
Article 2* The object of the society shall be to
obtain permanent homes for the refugees in Canada, and to
promote their moral, social, physical, intellectual, and
political elevation*
Article 3* The officers of this Society shall consist
of President, Vice President, Recording Secretary,
82
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Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer, and an Executive Committee
of at least rive persons, two of whom shall constitute a
Board of Trust,
Article V, Zt shall he the duty of the President to
reside over all meetings of the Society} in his absence,
t shall be the duty of the Tice President to preside}
and In the absence of both, the society shall appoint a
president p « tw.

?

Article 5, It shall be the duty of the Recording
Secretary to record in full the proceedings of the
Society's meetings in a book provided by the Secretary
for that purpose, and to do such other business as usually
devolves on such officers.
Article 6, It shall be the duty of the Corresponding
Secretary to correspond for the Society with other kindred
societies, and private individuals vho are interested in
our cause.
Article 7, Zt shall be the duty of the Treasurer to
receive and deposit all funds collected for the Refugees'
Home in the Savings Bank of Detroit, to the credit of the
Executive Cosaalttee, no part of which shall be drawn
therefrom except It be by an order which shall be signed
by at least three of the Executive Committee,
Article 6, Zt shall be the duty of the Board of
Trust to hold property for the Society, and to deed the
same to settlers thereon, when directed to do so by the
Executive Committee*
Article 9, Zt shall be the duty of the Treasurer, and
of all agents vho collect funds for the Society, to report
the result of their collection in detail, at least once in
every month, through the Society's organ.
Article 10, Zt shall be the duty of the Executive
Committee to appoint agents to collect funds and to trans
act all other necessary business for the Society, and to
have a written annual report for the Society, in vhieh
Its pecuniary and business transactions shall be fully set
forth and published to the world.
Article 11, This Society shall not deed land to any
but actual settlers vho are refugees from Southern slavery,
and vho are the owners of no land.
Article 12,

All land purchased by the society shall
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be divided into twenty-five aero lota or as near aa
possible| and at leaat one tenth of the purchase price
of vhieh shall be paid dovn by settlers before possession
is given| and the balance to se paid in equal annual
instalments*
Article 13* One third of all money paid in for land
by settlers shall be used for educational purposes for the
benefit of said settlers children, and the other tvo
thirds for the purchase of sore land for the same object,
vhile chattel slavery exists in the United States*
Article IV# Any person can become a life member of
this Society by paying into its treasury, at one time,
the sum of $3*00*
Article 15* No land bought by individuals from this
Society shall be sold or transferred by them to any other
person or persons, except it be to their heirs, the vife,
husband, or children, as the ease may be, otherwise it
shall back to the Society*
Article 16• Shis Society shall meet for the tranaaction of business at least twice per year, and extra
meetings may be called by the Executive Committee, if the
business of the Society should require it*
Article 17* When a settlement under the supervision
of this Society shall increase to as many as six families
or more, they shall erect a sehool for the Instruction of
their children*
Article 18* Any Society may become auxilliary to this
Society by contributing to the funds of the parent insti
tution*
Article 19* ?hl8 Constitution may be altered or amended
by a majority of two-thirds of the votes of its members
present if due notice shall have been given for such alter
ation or amendment three months previous to its being
voted upon*
By Lavs
Article 1* No person shall receive more than five
acres of land from this Society at less than cost*
Article 2* No person shall be entitled to a free
grant of land from this Society, except they are widows,
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men vith families, or aged persons! and in all oases they
shall clear off that portion of the land vhieh the society
proposes to deed to them free of cost, within two years
from the time they enter it, unless prevented by casualties,
otherwise they shall pay the society for It just vhat it
costs.
Article 3* This society shall be under no obligation
to hold in reserve any lot for those vho shall not have
settled on it, or commenced improvements within three
months from the day they made the first payment.

Article
Ho person shall be allowed to remove any
timber from said land until they have first made payment
thereon.
Article 5* All matters of difficulty arising among
settlers on said land, where the lavs are violated vhieh
are Intended to regulate the settlement, shall be left to
arbitration with the Executive Committee, and by whose
decision the parties shall abide.
Article $• All applications for lots of land shall be
to the Executive Committee*
Article 7* Ho dvelling*house can be erected on said
land by settlers containing less than two rooms, nor shall
they have chimnies of wood and clay, but of brick or stone.
Article 8. Any settler vho shall wilfully violate
the Constitution or By Lavs of this Society, shall forfeit
and pay to the agrleved party according to the nature of
the offence, which shall be left to the decision of the
Executive Cormnittee and if the same offence is repeated, the
fine shall be doubled; and repeated the third time, the
offender shall be expelled from the settlement or said
lot of land, receiving such compensation as the Executive
Committee shall decide his improvements entitle him to. 1

(F.b. M

s r v S r if r ^ :
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APPENDIX D
Assessment for the Township of Colchester 18**5
Coloured Population

NAME

OCCUPATION

Moses Brown
Jason Greaves
William Have
James DeLancey
David Jordon
Alexander Hosey
James Matthevs
Jesse Head
lewis Carter
Patrick Tanner
Levis Lucas
William Havs
Peter Tompson
Henry Skinker
George McRoy
Robert Nelson
William Jackson
Henry Levis
Philip Vaughn
Shadrack Bruce
David Mitchel
George Mulder
David Greer
Alfred CousinIns
John Hunt
Dimery Heathcoat
Nathan Powell
Alfred Pines
Eli Artis
John More

Parmer

it
M
n
n

CHILDREN

60

N
N

2

n

i

h

n

it

n

n

n

II

h

a

«
N
■
a

it
M
N
M

2

2
1

m

R

Uo
H8

X
M

m

N
N
M M

^
^

Blacksmith
Parmer

2

m m
n

M

N

M
M
M

M
M

$
3

tt
N

M

I
§

1

Tobacconist 1
Parmer
M

UO
3^

i*o

*

«
■

AGE

2
*

2
1

60
60
ko
27
26
22
Is8
29
38
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NAME

OCCUPATION

Solomon Obanion
James Cosby
Edvard Benett
Benjamin Stewart
Nelson Pettiford
William Richardson
George Tumor
Darla Frasar
Josaph Youngblood
George Tompson
Jamas Hailey
David Homes
William Ruth
Luka Mathews
Bartley Reynolds
Edwin Matthew* Sr«
Mathew Matthevs
Sdvln Matthevs
Edvard Butler
Hannah Burst
James Hayes
Peter Millard
Irving Banks
Washington Hurse
Josiah Fletcher
Peter Brown
John Brooks
Levi Brooks
Thomas James
Henry Johnson
Benjamin Butler
Peter Robinson
Vincent Hardy
James Often
William Lang
John Green
Levi Simpson
Miles Povell
Solomon Smith
James Brown
Charles Scott
william Muaford
George Washington
Edward Gunn
Richard Whitehead
George Baty
Martha Ann Meigs

Farmer

CHILDREN

1

h

2

1

2

2
1

2
1

k
1

h
1

H

m
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NAME
Samuel Munay
Richard Washington
William Campbell
David Barret
Alexander Marshal
Alther Walker
Reuben Moon
Jacob Desks
William Cr&nson
Watson Towns
Thomas Gilson
John Hunt
Jeremiaha Gasle
Hannah Beaalay
Thomas Baker
John Dallco
Ell Hlghvarden

OCCUPATION

CHILDREN

AGE

araer
it

H
N

N
N

1

H
N
N
N
M

1
2

fl

2

N

1

It
It

Shoemaker
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APPENDIX E
Assessment of Coloured Population of Colchester Township i860
NAME

PROFESSION AGE

NO. OF
CON.

NO. OF
LOT

ACRES

Artis Henry
Artis Archibald
Allen Benn
Artis Jacob
Allen John
Artis Levis
Anthony David
Artis Eli
Armstrong Jonathan
Armstrong John
Atkins Lavson
Bird Sarah
Bubbins Henry
Butler William
Brovn William
Brooks Levi
Babbs William
Butler John
Banks Irving
Brovn Isaac
Butler Agnes
Barrett Eldred
Butler Philip
Brooks John
Benn Shadrac
Brovn Mo
Charis Wily
Charis Malakah
Campbell Harden
Elingman S. w.
Clingaan Gabriel
Chandler A, W,
Convey Solomon

Farmer

32
25

S.M.R.

100

*♦0
*♦0
60

S.M.R.
S.M.R.
N.M.R.
S.M.R.

E.fl7
W.|l7
SP-12
W.£l*f

1*9

b
£
25

b?
60
61

51
60
5**
29

b9

3

c a t

B.p-17
NE.P-17

g-10,11

h
7

S.M.R.
N.M.R.
N.M.R.
6
S.M.R.
N.M.R.
Gore
Gore
%
1
N.M.R.

30
50
20
50

E.£12

100

n T|i 9

100

SP.W.ill
SP-13
NP-11
SSP.17
SP-11
WP.E£l2
WP-8

1

NP-8

b6

b

W.ill

*5
32
39

92

25
2?

B.*3
p-11
E.fe

b

b7
60

100
50

200

25
50
50

S.M.R.
S.M.R.
5
S.M.R.
LP
1
1

100
50

III

SP-8
P-B.ilO
18
P-71
r— 68

89
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£

25

20
12

f

100
97*
50
100
5

1
if

10

90

SAMS
Carter Levis
Coats Willlaa
Conway Georgs
Caswell Crosby
Don Qulxott S,
Deris Janes
Dennis Peter

PROFESSION AGS
M
H

Hurst Washington
Hands Samuel
Hurst John
Harris Jeremiah

SP

12 13 lb
P-7

a

i
I
b

N,M«R,
N,M*R«
S.M,R,
S.M,R,
Gore

6

Green Edvard
Green Joseph

Howard Darld
Hurst Joshna

HO, 0?
LOT

S«M«R*
S,K,R,

Deris John
Sdvards WjLlXiaa
Fairfax Stephen
Fisher Wixxiaa
FletcherJonah
Fairfax Isaac
Green John

Greer David
Hickaan Samuel
Hall Biehard
Hfji Janes
Hanilton Charles
Harden Thomas
Hardy Vincent
Hardy Samuel
Hardy Aron
Hill Janes
Hopkins Mariah
Hope Viiiian
Hatfield Charles

HO, OF
CON,

a

Gore
TP
N,M,R,
N,M,R,
N,M,R,
N,K.R,

M O
E,P-11
B.P-11

w,il*T
WP,Eil7
EP-7
P-ll

ss>

S.£l6
BP-11
NP-9
BP-7
p-6
?7 18 19
sp -15

*Mlb
HP-11
SEP-7
8SP-7
SEP-?
SP-7

»
I

10

N

b

6

n

Gore
1
8*M,R*

N

b
b
Gore

NP-8
NPW*5
S?*8
NP-7
WP-11
p-16

Sp-11
6

Hughes George
Hyroarden Rebecca
Burst Banoon
I

SEP-7
p—6
WP-6
WP-6
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ACRES

91

HAMS

PROFESSION AGS

Holly Janos
Jackson Peter
Janos Thonas
Janos Willis
Jackson Tork
Johnson Honxr
Johnson Janos
Kersey Stophon
Kersey Spencer
Horsey Alexander
Kersey Bphraln
Lang Blisa
Loathornan Levis

Parnor

HO, OP
COM,

HO, OP
LOT
HBP-11
SP-6

w

p-16

fiifie
HP-8
p—8

a

SEP-11
HP-80
BP-11
SP-15
8P-10

Levis Berry
Lovry Mark
Nason Bdvar
Miehtel Lori
tfoneoy Andrew
Kttnoey Born
Milton Joseph
McCoy George
Matthews Sarah
Millard Peter
MeGruden Moses
Matthovs Janos
Mulder John
Merchant John
Matthovs Mathew
McCurdy tfeu
McCoy kelson
Morgan Saanuel
Mason Joseph
Marshall Alex
Horis Washington

BP-8

wp-h

ho
,M,R,
S.K,R.
8*M,R,

Moris John
Moris Abrahan
Melson Thonas
Molson John
Melson Robert

26
60
V
62

I

Pinos Elijah

2h

3

HP-1
SP*S,il2
WP,VtJl2
HP,**12
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ACRES

92

NAHB

PROFESSION ACS

Poston James

Farmer

Pettiford Nancy
Polama William
Poval Nathan
Pval Willis
Poston Dudley
Philips Washington
Pelett Alfred
Raydor Amos
Robertson William
Robertson Daniel
Reynolds John
Reynolds Bard let
Ruth William
Ridgvay Ed.
Reid Josie
Stewart Benn
Strothers R*iben
Shepherd John
Simpson Leri
Smith Daniel
Sanders Jane w,
Scott Charles
81apson Gabriel
Simpson James
Sawyer Benn
Smith Kenery
Squire Hamilton
Smith James
Smith Ed. J.
Sawyer Thomas
Thiraan Johnathan
turner William
Taylor Berohav
Tanner Patrick
Tisdale Widow
Thornton Wixiiaa
Towns Watson
OWbanks Johnathan
Vaughn Philip

**2

NO. OF
CON.

NO. OF
LOT

8.M.R.
S.H.R.

W.416
N.i21

70
25

Spia#
p -3

Sp-12
np -6

V9
P-6
HP-6
NWP-7

§
26
70
70

K n .£ii
NP-K#*15
*.i*#|l5
p~ 6 8
WP-17
wp-15
EP-15

sp-u-

SEP-1**
NP-11

21

SEP-S.iU

NP-1
KPp-16
WP-9
NP-80
NP-80

70
H8

10
28

I
if
70

58

*5

s ,m *R.

S.M.R.
S.H.R.
TP
1
U

TP
1
S.M.R.

*
»
NEP-W$9
KP-lW
E.*7
N.tlO
15# 16# 17
151 16
P-71
yp-6
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